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Delta Faucet introduces

Delta Temp

The safety valve.

Delta-Temp, soon to be known as the standard in "safety" tub and shower valves.

If you're tired of mis-matched valves in bathrooms, you're ready for Delta-Temp. It's the only Delta valve around that is accepted by Mrs. America, and she's waiting to know how she can have one—today!

Get one for yourself! They work!

Here are the features to back us up:

• Pressure balanced tub and shower valves.
• "Anti-scald" temperature limit stop standard on all models.
• Single on-off handle controls volume and temperature.
• Matching lavatory fittings in chrome and gold.
• Lever or Del-Dial models in 28 different models.
• Push button or spout diverter.
• Integral check stops are standard on all models.
• Easily installed in remodeling or new construction.
• Sold and installed only by qualified plumbers.
• Strongly advertised on television, radio and in National magazines.

Now! Write for our specification and price sheet.

#557 Remodel shower plate.

Delta Faucet Company, Division Masco Corporation, Greensburg, Indiana 47240
They've arranged a marriage of convenience. For clockwatchers.

Not your ordinary clockwatcher, but the extraordinary architect, contractor or owner who wants the convenience of a truly reliable master clock system in his installation.

Such a system has been born of a Swiss-American marriage arranged by Mr. Henri Stern, President, Patek Philippe, S.A., Geneva, and Mr. Dana J. Blackwell, Lewis Engineering Company, Naugatuck, Connecticut.

The arrangement is simple. Through its Electronic Division, Patek Philippe manufactures the world's finest, most reliable master clock systems. Through its newly created Horological Division, Lewis will plan, market and service these masterpieces of Swiss craftsmanship in the United States and possessions.

Now is the right time to include the right time in your building plans.

Call Mr. Nicholas, Sales Manager at Naugatuck, Connecticut, 203-729-5253.
The new Sundberg Chair: the difference is "agelessness," in both style and structure.

The style of the Sundberg Chair is ageless, because it is so deliberately simple—there are no extraneous details to outdate its design in five, ten, even twenty years. The studied simplicity of its compound-curved shell, with its faceted edges and clean crisp lines, blends softly into any modern architectural decor—never dominates or intrudes.

The structure of the Sundberg Chair achieves its "agelessness" through the sculpturing of a new seating material: Cast Nylon. This versatile and durable material resists cracking, chipping, scratching. Another plus—its surface is static-free, so little time is needed for cleaning or maintenance.

The shell lends itself to a broad variety of mounting options. In one room it is a stacking chair, in the next a Swingaway lecture seat, in another—part of a waiting room sectional. Seven beautiful colors and upholstery options expand its versatility even more, allowing the practical use of this single design to achieve visual continuity and flow throughout an entire building.

We have a brochure that tells the whole story. Write Dept. AF-694, American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502. In Canada, contact our subsidiary—Ebena Lasalle, Montreal.

for the Environment of Excellence
Air conditioning that puts no ceiling on imagination*

Carrier's Moduline® variable volume air terminals are designed to give you freedom of design ... to enhance rather than hinder your personal hallmark.

A showcase of what architects have accomplished in ceiling design with the Carrier Moduline is now available in a new portfolio entitled “Great Ceilings.”

This handsomely bound reference book includes a variety of installations such as a school, hospital, municipal building, service center, and office buildings. Some are completely new, others are add-ons and/or renovations.

A new 7-minute companion film on the Carrier Moduline is also available for private showings. It clearly describes the unique features of this new unit and illustrates a variety of design-provoking ceilings. The name is the same, “Great Ceilings.”

Registered architects who write in on their letterheads will receive a copy of the “Great Ceilings” portfolio and may also schedule a showing of the film.

Write today to William Heck, Product Manager, Carrier Air Conditioning Company, Carrier Parkway, Syracuse, New York 13201.

*Bound to entice the imagination—Carrier's new Architect's Portfolio includes a dozen of the world's "Great Ceilings" suitable for framing.
You'll need Amweld here

Amweld earned its "A" in standing between students' activity zones and boiler rooms through tests of Underwriters' Laboratories. You know what the U.L. "A" label means—stoically withstanding almost 2000° F. of flames for three hours, easily meeting the most stringent temperature rise and building code ratings and then not wavering under the explosive force of the standard hose stream test. There's an Amweld fire door for every public building, including auditoriums, arenas, hotels, motels and dormitories. For people protection, first think steel... then specify Amweld core fire doors. For full details, check the Yellow Pages under "Doors-Metal" for Amweld's distributor, or write direct.

everywhere W/AMWELD

"There's an Amweld door and frame to fill every opening requirement."

AMWELD® METAL DOORS AND FRAMES

722 PLANT STREET, NILES, OHIO 44446 • A division of The American Welding & Manufacturing Company, Warren, Ohio
STOP RUBBING CONCRETE!

THORO PRODUCTS waterproof-finish concrete economically

Finish and waterproof concrete without the high costs of labor and materials. An outstanding example of Thoro Products at work is this Arkansas building which had all concrete surfaces sprayed with THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX, a cement-base, waterproof coating. ACRYL 60 was added for superior bond. Now, this building is protected and attractive for years to come.

STANDARD DRY WALL PRODUCTS, INC.

DEPT. 69  •  7800 N.W. 38TH ST., MIAMI, FLA. 33166
AFKA...the new look in waiting area comfort

Airline, bus or rail terminals... You can improve public relations with people who have to wait, by seating them in leisurely comfort on Krueger's new AFKA chairs. Strong, comfortable fiberglass shells of Forest Green, Pearl White, Ebony Black or Otter Brown feature deep seat and backrest cushions, smartly upholstered in a choice of Naugahyde Decor 64 or Scotchgard-treated wool/nylon fabric. Either will accept real "people beating" with lasting durability, and both come in a broad range of decorator colors. With or without armrests, seats are securely mounted on a choice of two heavy-duty cast aluminum/steel frame sections—or, on an equally strong floor mounting standard.

Combine seats with table sections in standard units up to 5, or any custom number of seat/table combinations you may desire. Write for new Concourse Seating brochure, today.

METAL PRODUCTS, INC. - GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN - 54306

SHOWROOMS: NEW YORK: 20 E. 46th Street • CHICAGO: 1164 Merchandise Mart • Indianapolis • Dallas • Houston • Los Angeles
Cordley Semi-Recessed—built-in styling to enhance any wall area.

Cordley Wall-Flush—designed and built for years of service.

Cordley Compartment—hot & cold water, refrigerated storage space.

**LETTERS**

**CHARLES CENTER**

Forum: We in Baltimore were most grateful for your fine story on Charles Center. The Architectural Forum has been increasingly alert to the very subtle but important points of urban development.

Mayor D'Alesandro joins me in thanking your fine staff for covering our key downtown project.

DAVID W. BARTON JR.  
Chairman, Planning Commission

Baltimore

Forum: You are certainly to be complimented on your fine analysis of Charles Center [May issue]. Those of us who have worked on the project since the beginning have been more than pleased with the center's development and gratified by the interest the citizenry has taken in the project.

We also recognize the fact that there would be no Charles Center today if it were not for the hard work and strong backing of the mayors who were involved during planning and development phases. J. Jefferson Miller pointed this out recently during a luncheon honoring him on his tenth anniversary as manager of Charles Center.

"Thomas J. D'Alesandro Jr., father of the present mayor, was responsible for having downtown declared an urban renewal area. It was he who established the urban renewal agency and who insisted that the various city department heads work closely and cooperatively with the Charles Center planners. Mayor Theodore R. McKeldin was responsible for successfully launching the Inner Harbor project and getting the all-important urban renewal bond issue passed that would make this waterside companion to Charles Center possible. It is our present mayor, Thomas J. D'Alesandro III, who was the key figure in pushing forward planning for phase two of the Inner Harbor project and is the guiding force behind the city's improvement program.

But, it is the people of Baltimore who have made Charles Center more than an architectural monument or a commercial center. They have made it the new hub of the city: the place to meet at lunchtime; the place to shake hands with a politician at election time; the place to hold events.

One of the more interesting new events is well on its way to becoming a Baltimore tradition. This is the Greater Baltimore Arts Festival which has now taken place in Hopkins Plaza for the second year in a row. The four-day festival this year attracted 100,000 visitors to see and hear symphony concerts, jazz combos, ballet, folk dancing and choral recitals; to watch pottery-making, weaving and wood carving demonstrations; and to see exhibits of painting and sculpture by local artists.

This is the kind of activity that planners hope for when they first put pencil to paper, but it takes the people who live and work in the city to make it happen.

GEORGE E. KOSTRITSKY  
Baltimore Architect

Forum: Please accept my sincere congratulations for, and appreciation of, the article on Baltimore's Charles Center. It is, in general, factual and therefore interesting to those of us who have had something to do with its development.

I wish to point out, however, that on page 50, the Federal Building is said to have been designed by "Fisher, Nes & Campbell." Actually, the correct name of our firm is Fisher, Nes, Campbell & Partners, and instead of our being solely responsible for this building, it was a joint venture of three Baltimore architectural firms, The Office of James R. Edmunds Jr., and Fenton & Lichtig, in addition to our own firm.

JAMES L. CAMPBELL  
Architect

**HASSELM ON GRAND CENTRAL**

Forum: That letter from the gifted pen of Douglas Haskell ("Grand Central Controversy," May issue) is nothing less than superb. Such logical planning for the city's transportation future comes at a time, now, when... (continued on page 16)
PLEXIGLAS acrylic plastic allows you lighting design freedom not possible with other types of lens and diffuser materials. Compared to glass, lightweight PLEXIGLAS lenses let you cover larger areas—5 feet x 5 feet in a single panel is entirely practical. Compared to other plastics, PLEXIGLAS has high, unmatched resistance to yellowing.

Lighting panels of PLEXIGLAS are highly breakage resistant, economically maintained and safe to handle. Through precise lensic control, they provide maximum light on the task and low brightness at normal viewing angles.

PLEXIGLAS is code-approved nationwide as a lighting material. Write for our technical brochure and the names of manufacturers who use PLEXIGLAS in their lighting equipment.

Plexiglas is a trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
The world's most modern acoustical ceiling system.
Glazed total ceramic ceilings by Celotex.
Guaranteed dimensional stability for the life of your building.

Even over swimming pools. No sag. No warp. No expansion or contraction. As long as the building stands. And we guarantee that in writing.

Celotex Total Ceramic Ceilings represent an entirely new technical achievement — a glazed kiln-fired product that is all ceramic, through and through. Acoustically efficient (NRC .65). Completely washable, even with chemical cleansers.

These panels are completely incombustible. They meet UL requirements for 2-hour time rated assemblies and have 0-0-0 Fire Hazard classification: Zero Flame Spread; Zero Fuel Contributed; Zero Smoke Developed. Contribute zero BTU during exposure to fire.

The striking beauty of Celotex Total Ceramic Ceilings adds permanent distinction to any fine interior — whether office, institutional, or technical. Lay-in panels come in 2' x 2' and 2' x 4' sizes. Weight is approximately the same as 3/8" high density mineral fiber panels. Samples and specifications are available from your Acousti-Celotex distributor/contractor, or from any of the Celotex offices located in principal cities across the country.

GUARANTEE: The Glazed Ceramic acoustical products manufactured by The Celotex Corporation, when installed by an authorized Celotex acoustical contractor in accordance with Celotex specifications in the hereinafter described building, are guaranteed for the life of the building against sagging, warping, expansion or contraction.

Should the Glazed Ceramic acoustical products not perform as guaranteed herein, The Celotex Corporation will supply, free of charge, new Ceramic products to replace any that, upon our examination, are found to have proven defective, providing notice of the defect is sent in writing to The Celotex Corporation, 1500 North Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida 33607, within 60 days of the occurrence of such defect.

The above constitutes the entire guarantee by The Celotex Corporation. This guarantee is independent of any other guarantee or warranty made by the installing acoustical contractor or others and therefore applies only to supplying new products to replace any defective Glazed Ceramic products. The Celotex Corporation is under no obligation and assumes no liability with respect to labor charges incurred in connection with replacement.

FREE!

This valuable new book is yours for the asking!

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE & FITTINGS HANDBOOK

A comprehensive, authoritative text-book, fully illustrated, complete with statistical tables, calculations and charts, giving abbreviations, definitions and recommended symbols.

Invaluable if you design, estimate or install plumbing systems.

To receive your free copy, address a request on your company letterhead to:

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE
2029—K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

LETTERS

(continued from page 12)

it is every bit as critical as in 1902, "when the original terminal planning knit together all transportation media in the city with phenomenal success."

Doug's thinking is sound and lucidly expressed. May his voice lead the way, is my most sincere hope.

ROBERT FRANTZ
Saginaw, Mich.
Architect

THE NEIGHBORHOOD'S ROLE

Forum: I have just had an opportunity to read your recent article on SAND ("Urban Renewal Need Not Be a Dirty Word," April issue). Congratulations on a job well done.

I was particularly impressed with your emphasis on the contribution being made by the neighborhood residents themselves. The ultimate success of this project relies not only on the professional assistance, but most importantly on the role which the neighborhood is performing. This, in our opinion is the critical factor and your article did well to highlight this point.

RICHARD W. MAINE
Mortgage Analyst
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
Hartford, Conn.

BICENTENNIAL HOOKUP

Forum: On page 95 of your May issue, under the title "Happy Birthday U.S.A.," you discussed the competition between Boston and Philadelphia for selection as the site of the "American Revolution Bicentennial."

What has happened to the proposal, put forward by a number of different architects and planners, that the federal government complete the very high-speed rail system between Boston and Washington by 1976, so that the American Revolution Bicentennial could be celebrated simultaneously in (at least) Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Washington?

It would not seem unreasonable to commemorate the American Revolution by practical methods to assure (among other things) "a more perfect union" among the states along our eastern seaboard.

JOSEPH R. PASSONNEAU
Chicago
Architect

One high-speed train now links Washington and Philadelphia with New York, and another links Boston with New York. But, according to the Department of Transportation, there are no plans for joining the two systems to provide high-speed service from Boston to Washington. So much for "a more perfect union."—ED.

DELAYED REACTION

Forum: I have, regrettable, only just now read the article "What's Wrong with Architectural Education?" in the July/Aug. '68 issue. But even now I feel compelled to write and offer three cheers for Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, whose comments as usual were right on target, true, and level. If we could have more straight talkers like Moholy-Nagy and less mumbo-jumbo we might clear the air and get back to work.

SAM CARSON
Los Angeles
Architect

I VOTE YES

Forum: Walter McQuade's article entitled "I Vote Yes" [May] was a classic. With guys like him pushing for sensible zoning regulations, there is no question that our country can be a better place to live in. I thought the last statement, "this opportunity to clear my throat and my mind, and give my regards to Broadway", was excellent.

PHILIP J. MEATH
Detroit
Architect

SPREADING THE WORD

Forum: The Citizens Metropolitan Planning Council Inc., of which I am secretary, was most interested in your article by James Marston Fitch, "A Bank With a Past in Its Future" [May]. We are planning to bring this article to the attention of individuals in the banks in Louisville. It is an excellent article, describing the choices facing the bank and the solution followed through thoughtfully and beautifully, and one which we wish to make available to men facing similar decisions in this city.

MRS. BARRY BINGHAM JR.
Louisville, Ky.
Secretary
Guaranteed dimensional stability for the life of your building.

Even over swimming pools. No sag. No warp. No expansion or contraction. As long as the building stands. And we guarantee that in writing.

Celotex Total Ceramic Ceilings represent an entirely new technical achievement — a glazed kiln-fired product that is all ceramic, through and through. Acoustically efficient (NRC .65). Completely washable, even with chemical cleansers.

These panels are completely incombustible. They meet UL requirements for 2-hour time rated assemblies and have 0-0-0 Fire Hazard classification: Zero Flame Spread; Zero Fuel Contributed; Zero Smoke Developed. Contribute zero BTU during exposure to fire.

The striking beauty of Celotex Total Ceramic Ceilings adds permanent distinction to any fine interior — whether office, institutional, or technical. Lay-in panels come in 2' x 2' and 2' x 4' sizes. Weight is approximately the same as 3/8” high density mineral fiber panels. Samples and specifications are available from your Acousti-Celotex distributor/contractor, or from any of the Celotex offices located in principal cities across the country.

GUARANTEE: The Glazed Ceramic acoustical products manufactured by The Celotex Corporation, when installed by an authorized Celotex acoustical contractor in accordance with Celotex specifications in the hereinafter described building, are guaranteed for the life of the building against sagging, warping, expansion or contraction.

Should the Glazed Ceramic acoustical products not perform as guaranteed herein, The Celotex Corporation will supply, free of charge, new Ceramic products to replace any that, upon our examination, are found to have proven defective, providing notice of the defect is sent in writing to The Celotex Corporation, 1500 North Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida 33607, within 60 days of the occurrence of such defect.

The above constitutes the entire guarantee by The Celotex Corporation. This guarantee is independent of any other guarantee or warranty made by the installing acoustical contractor or others and therefore applies only to supplying new products to replace any defective Glazed Ceramic products. The Celotex Corporation is under no obligation and assumes no liability with respect to labor charges incurred in connection with replacement.
Glaverbel Bronze...Outfaces the sun!

Glaverbel Bronze drawn sheet glass is magnificent in appearance, practical in application. Like other Glaverbel window glass, it has greater surface regularity, fewer defects. But even more—it controls the sun, by filtering solar light and heat! Prevents eyestrain, subdues reflected light; temperature control systems work more efficiently, more economically, the year round. And Glaverbel Bronze provides unusually attractive decorative effects for interiors as well.
If it takes temperature take ours.*

Newport III—See it.

It's for any air condition...
Put a Bally Walk-In Cooler/Freezer in the kitchen. In the race to keep up with excited spectators, it's a sure bet to speed service. Sectional panels assemble in any shape or size to provide cooling or low temperature storage space. Bally prefab Walk-Ins can easily be expanded or relocated. Learn about other features from our 32-page booklet and urethane wall sample.

There's an evolution in the kitchen
There's nothing like a hard maple gym floor to bring out the best in a basketball team

*says Lawrence J. Weise — Coach, St. Bonaventure Basketball Team*

"Basketball's a fast-action, quick-decision, tough, hard-driving sport and a hard maple gym floor is vital to the game. It promotes team confidence — natural floor brightness and contrast of lines sharpens a player's peripheral vision . . . its tight-grained, non-slip, smooth surface minimizes skin burns . . . its true resilience reduces shin splints. And, here at St. Bonaventure, only routine floor maintenance costing about 7c per square foot per year is required to keep our gym in perfect condition."

A MFMA hard maple gym floor has a remarkable affinity for rugged, multi-purpose year 'round use. MFMA certification guarantees precise dimension, adherence to rigid grading, moisture content control. The MFMA millmark impressed on underside and imprinted on face, identifies genuine MFMA hard maple (Acer Saccharum) flooring. For details, see Sweet's Catalog or write . . .

*MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION*

424 Washington Avenue
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
Are you utilizing this man on your design team?

He is your trained All-weather Crete sales engineer. This specialist can assist you in planning the most economical roof drainage patterns utilizing All-weather Crete insulation. He can illustrate many successful types of plaza systems so that you may select the one design most appropriate for your building. He can provide your staff with scaled detail drawings illustrating the many roof deck and plaza system components adjacent to All-weather Crete such as drain types, membrane systems and wearing surfaces.

This man is also your trained All-weather Crete applicator who helps make your design come true. He is a highly specialized contractor licensed by Silbrico Corporation. This skill and selective licensing protects designers and owners alike with the assurance of expert All-weather Crete application and its exceptional performance for years to come.

Consider the importance of roof and plaza insulation . . . hidden from sight, covered by membranes and wearing surfaces, applied over every conceivable sub-strate, this insulation is asked to perform many functions. Contact your local AWC specialist to assist you. Use his special knowledge on your next building project. (There's no obligation, of course.) If you don't know his name, write us — we'll have him contact you.

SILBRICO CORPORATION
6300 RIVER ROAD • HODGKINS, ILLINOIS 60525
CHICAGO PHONE (312) 735-3322
$120,000,000 ‘total’ city uses Ceco experience

You're looking at the Crystal City residential-commercial complex, a private development that makes effective use of Ceco's service and experience in Steelforms, Reinforcing Steel, and Aluminum Windows and Curtainwalls.

Ceco Steelform Service provided a waffle flat-slab reinforced concrete floor system on three levels for underground parking to accommodate 4,000 cars. All structural systems in the entire city complex were designed for reinforced concrete, and for economy. Ceco's local warehouse stocks of rebars assured concrete pours on schedule. In Steelform Service, one reliable, firm quotation from Ceco eliminates all guesswork for owner or contractor. Cost variables—labor, forms, lumber, insurance—are taken care of by Ceco.

Curtainwall construction, furnished mainly by Ceco, was also specified for economic reasons. Ceco aluminum windows and curtainwalls with bronze and black anodized finish call for little maintenance. The wall systems effectively insulate against outdoor noises.

Ceco's specialists can help you plan and build your project from frame stability to outer “personality.” Their help can save you money. Fine buildings deserve the advantages offered by Ceco's Experience in construction services and products. The Ceco Corporation, general offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago, Ill. 60650.
Ceco Steelform Service for 700,000 sq ft of monolithic concrete joist construction
12,700 tons of Ceo-fabricated Reinforcing Steel
400,000 sq ft of Ceocolor Anodized Aluminum Windows and Curtainwalls

Foreground—Ceco Steeldomes in position before placement of reinforcing steel and pouring of concrete
What a difference the Seal makes...

THIOKOL'S SEAL OF SECURITY means that the sealant product wearing it is supported by the industry's first and only full-service quality assurance program.

When you choose sealant with the Seal of Security on the label, you choose total weatherproofing protection.

The Seal symbolizes a Thiokol leadership program to raise sealant quality... to keep it at a level pacing or exceeding environmental service requirements of joints and building materials.

Behind the Seal lies a new standard of excellence for joint sealants established by Thiokol, extending professionally accepted specifications and supported by a monitoring program aimed at continuity of quality. Materials both from production runs and random selection at job sites are lab tested on a regular basis for conformance. Only compounds based on LP® polysulfide polymer meeting the standard earn the Seal. Only those maintaining standard keep the Seal.

The materials must provide steel-grip bonding, rubbery flexibility, highest resistance to weather, wear, and aging... must be capable of weatherproofing totally all joints, in all climates, under all service conditions, on a long-term basis. That's the difference the Seal makes. Get the facts. Write Thiokol.

Only LP® polymer based sealant offers assurance of quality—for new and remedial work

Thiokol
CHEMICAL CORPORATION
780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, New Jersey, 08607
At 3:58, Saturday morning, June 14, an explosion followed by a series of others, ripped through Yale University's world-renowned Arts & Architecture building by Paul Rudolph in New Haven, Conn., creating a blast furnace of the architecture and city planning floors (below).

These fourth and fifth levels in the complex vertical organization of spaces (Feb. '64 issue) are open to one another in the center, and had become honeycombed over the years with the students' makeshift partitions of plywood, curtain, and tackboard (July/Aug. '67).

Floors four and five were completely gutted; six was heavily damaged, apparently from flames reaching through blasted-out windows by way of the exterior walls. The seventh and top floor, untouched except for some plastic lighting fixtures which were melted by the heat, was rendered unusable because of the damage below. Some steel beams were noticeably warped from the extreme temperature.

To complete their investigation, fire officials scaled off the building for all but essential administrative services. Students were allowed into the lower levels only, to remove their belongings, and only when accompanied by a security escort.

Fire Marshall Thomas Lyden remained silent, except to reaffirm the wisdom of New Haven's fire codes. These had prevented Architect Paul Rudolph from proceeding with his original scheme to leave the central portion of the building open throughout. The addition of full floors at the fourth and sixth levels, said Lyden, had greatly reduced the damage.

The marshall's codes had also forced the glazing of the upper part of one portion of the ground-floor library, which connects with the second and third floors. Even so, this glass was broken, causing some water damage in the library.

Unlike Marshall Lyden, Fire Chief Francis Sweeney did have an immediate opinion about the A&A fire: "I will consider it to be of suspicious origin until we prove differently."

Arson speculation grew, occa-
tioned as much by the explosions and the hour as by Chief Sweeney's precipitate remark, and fed by controversies that had arisen in the school.

Suddenly remembered was a handbill passed out to alumni and guests at graduation ceremonies. It read: WHY HAS YALE NOT GONE UP IN SMOKE? Yale... Don't kill the arts! The recent destruction of the city planning department by the Yale Administration shows that Yale intends to continue serving the rich. This action should be immediately reversed. During your stay at Yale see the AIA building, see every building, see them soon. The once innocuous, now strangely inflammatory wording originated, according to one report, not from the city planners but from five medical students.

THE FRAUDULENT LETTERS

On May 24, and the three days following, Yale's President Kingman Brewster had, it seemed to many, virtually dissolved the city planning department following 12 unauthorized admissions. The 12 were sent "fraudulent" letters of acceptance, said the administration, by a student-faculty forum, without the approval of Dean Howard Weaver (seen below, inspecting the fire damage). The letters were signed by Associate Professor Harry Wexler, Professor Herman ("Pat") Goeters, and six students in the department.

Brewster relieved tenured Professor Christopher Tunnard of the chairmanship of the department (he continues as senior professor); dismissed Louis DeLuca from his administrative duties as assistant dean; said he could not approve renewal of Wexler's contract; wrote a letter of censure to the six student signatories, threatening loss of degrees—a move he has, apparently, recanted; and advised eight students, previously admitted, not to enroll.

Seven of the 12 unauthorized students, said Weaver, have since been admitted to the school in a "special student" category. According to an unofficial report, investigators have so far found no evidence of arson. Officially, the Arts & Architecture School, doubly shaken by events, will re-open in the fall.

CONFABS

RESTING IN ASPEN

Last month, as it must to all symposia, torpor came to the International Design Conference in Aspen. If the 19th meeting of IDCA in that lovely Colorado resort demonstrated anything at all, it was that most designers (or, preferably, their works) should be seen and not heard.

This year's theme was "The Rest of Our Lives," which summer-upper Peter Ustinov discovered, to his chagrin, referred to the next 30 or 40 years, rather than to some euphoric snooze. In responding to the Challenges of the Future, most of the designer-speakers (who shall be left mercifully unidentifiable) tended to maulde; whereas most of the non-designer speakers did themselves proud.

Among these latter were:

- CBS President Frank Stanton, who (predictably) analyzed the present and future communications explosion—and then, unpredicably, worried about the possibility that nobody was really listening or watching;
- Writer Dwight Macdonald who proposed ten convincingly appropriate amendments to the Constitution of the United States, starting with one abolishing the Presidency;
- Hudson Institute prognosticator Tony Wiener, who suggested, among many other fascinating things, that all of us, around 2000 A.D., might come equipped with push-buttons which, when pressed, would produce pleasurable responses. (Wiener's informants: rats);
- the remarkable surgeon, Dr. Adrian Kantrowitz, who suggested that all of us would soon have something like a pulsating squirt gun to replace our hearts;
- the bacteriologist, René Dubos, who pleaded, movingly, that the intervention of individual man's genius, rather than the consequences of technological advance, would forever shape the human condition;
- Poet Robert Lowell, who shyly sang his song;
- and, finally, there was Peter Ustinov.

Mr. Ustinov, unlike some of the conferees, attended every single IDCA meeting, through thick and, mostly, thin; he closely observed every single speaker and carefully listened to his cadences; he mingled freely with the mob, and absorbed the repercussions; and he delivered, in the end, a beautifully erudite summation—funnier, of course, than any previous speeches; but also, really, a great deal more intelligent than many of them.

His point: if man will only continue to act individually and creatively, he has got a future.

Outside the Aspen tent, in the vast meadow, there stood a 40-ft.-tall monument to the American Institute of Architects student at Howard and straight-talking president of the 17,000-member Association of Student Chapters/American Institute of Architects. Promised a voice at the convention, the students turned it into a chorus. The proposal for a $15-million fund was first enunciated at a small Sunday afternoon session between officers of the two
groups. It was repeated to 1,500 people at a "Student Speak-out" on Tuesday morning, with Culver explaining that the money would be used to let the community decide what it wants. "We don't challenge your ability to build," he said, "but you can't determine for another man how to live." To comments from the floor, Culver responded strongly but quietly. "If you think this is a radical move, you have been asleep for five years."

The next stage of the nonviolent confrontation came at Wednesday's workshop. One architect, opposed, thought the Institute should take a hard look at things "less glamorous than the people-to-people projects." Another said that unless the body responded to this rational and moderate proposal, he would publicly burn his membership card in the Palmer House lobby.

The final moment came on Thursday morning, when delegates were working their way numbly through no less than 21 resolutions. Many people had been up until 3 a.m., at the gala event that began with a musical program at Sullivan's spectacular Auditorium Theater, and closed with a three-ring dance at the soon-to-be-demolished Grand Central train shed. Few resolutions had excited any comment—including this one. An architect from Memphis, Tenn., spoke against it, but he was his own best adversary and no one thought it necessary to reply. The resolution passed without a single negative murmur. Taylor Culver smiled with relief and turned to receive handshakes from people standing near him.

The resolution sets up a team composed of the AIA Task Force (which was formed in response to last year's convention challenge by Whitney Young), to be supplemented by a team of students from Yale. The resolution extended one sidewalk to the island, forming a pedestrian peninsula (above). Here a number of kiosks were erected—5 1/4 by 10 8 1/2 ft., to 15 ft. high and 3 to 4 ft. in diameter. These were covered with silver mylar, imprinted with graphics to indicate their use (below), and topped with 12-ft.-wide white polyethylene balloons.

Each kiosk supplied different information by different automated means: a large map of Boston with recorded events of the day; a print-out machine that answered 120 frequently asked questions; push-button movies clearly viewed in full sunlight; slide shows; and a teletype machine with the day's news.

Communication was not all one-way. A phone recorded visitors' comments and evaluations for play-back. These, say Ashley/Myer/Smith, were overwhelmingly favorable.

By the end of June, all had come down and the old dull confusion had returned.

**MEDIA**

**ISLAND FOR COMMUNICATION**

Motorists and pedestrians attempting to circumnavigate a small pie-shaped island in downtown Boston's Park Square recently scored a high "confusion count." It was an ideal place for the experiment in communications called "Signs/Lights/Boston," a pilot project funded by a $360,000 grant from HUD.

The project was in two parts—redesigned road signs based on European symbols, for the motorists, and a new street environment and information center for pedestrians. Both were under the design supervision of Architects Ashley/Myer/Smith Inc. of Cambridge, with consultants from MIT and the MIT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies.

The information center site was created by laying a temporary paving over a portion of street 42 by 55 ft. Painted with flowing yellow stripes, the pavement extended one sidewalk to
HOUSING
THE CONTINUING CRISIS

Last year, only 1,548,000 new housing units, of all types, were built in the U.S.; yet new families and the demolition of existing housing had generated a need for 2,100,000 new units. Moreover, of the total units built, fewer than 50,000 were for low-income families, yet 20 million Americans are living in substandard housing.

Add to these already glum statistics the fact that fewer than a quarter of last year’s new housing units were built in central cities, where the housing shortage is most acute, and you begin to realize why housing is a key factor in our urban crisis. Last year, as in past years, the central cities and the poor who inhabit them continued to take a beating at the hands of affluent, mostly white suburbia.

The reasons are well known: tight money, high real estate taxes in center cities, limited profits to be made in anything but luxury housing. And the impact upon the fabric of urban living is equally obvious: a growing polarization, in cities, between the very few who are rich, and the very many who are caught in slums.

In the face of all this, the search for miracles continues:

- Some look for lower building costs—but costs continue to climb at an outrageous clip; others look for lower financing costs—but interest rates are jacked up at an increasingly rapid rate;
- Still others look for greater subsidies to housing—but the political priorities do not seem to permit such subsidies.

The search for miracles will continue so long as political power is wielded, primarily, by those who can afford to do without such miracles. And the miracles are likely to remain just as elusive as they have been in the past.

Although this special issue will not attempt to answer the cosmic questions posed by our mounting housing crisis, some of the answers are implied in the stories that follow:

- The story on the award-winning Riverbend Houses in Harlem is proof, of sorts, that—given all the incredible oneness of the urban situation—it is still possible, for the imaginative and idealistic designers, to come up with something much, much better;
- The story on the vast Thamesmead development to the east of London is a pretty good index to what systems building may be expected to achieve—and where its limitations lie;
- The story on systems building carries this report a bit farther;
- The story on La Luz in Albuquerque, N. Mex., suggests that Latin concepts of urbanism can have a meaning for all of us;
- And the proposal advanced by a group of University of California researchers, that welfare funds might be invested in better housing (rather than in slum subsidies) seems about as imaginative a suggestion as has been made in our pages in some years.

There are several additional stories dealing with various aspects of urban living, plain or fancy, and with ways of building the kind of housing that will continue to make our cities worth living in.

For this, of course, is the ultimate test. We can, presumably, build adequate shelter (and we might even succeed in keeping the cost of shelter under control). But “adequate shelter” is no longer good enough. And architects and builders of urban housing are beginning to get that message.

It is encouraging to see that Riverbend Houses last month received one of the prestigious Bard Awards—not for putting a roof over somebody’s head, but for “Excellence in Civic Architecture and Urban Design.” When a mere middle-income housing project gets that sort of recognition things may, at last, be looking up.
RIVERBEND HOUSES

"It is the first and only New York housing project that fulfills its responsibility toward the river landscape and toward each tenant by relating him to the river."

The Bard Awards Jury, in presenting its First Honor Award for Excellence in Civic Architecture and Urban Design.
The complex of buildings shown on the previous and following pages contains 624 apartments, 250 parking spaces, 10,000 sq. ft. of commercial space, two spacious playgrounds, two apartments for superintendents, half-a-dozen pleasantly arranged, off-sidewalk sitting areas, and a couple of minor flaws. Despite the latter, Riverbend is, quite clearly, the best housing project built in Harlem to date.

It is, also, the most unlikely project of this sort to date: it was built on an impossible site (a 3.7 acre triangle, cut up by one highway ramp, three existing streets, and a couple of city sewers); and it was also built for an impossible budget—low enough so that apartments could be bought for an average of $414 per room, with a monthly maintenance charge, after that, of approximately $30 per room (the exceedingly tight restrictions under New York's Mitchell-Lama Act.)

There were only two reasons why Riverbend got built at all: the first was that the architects, Davis, Brody & Associates, refused to take "no" for an answer —or to accept the easy way out, and build more of the same deadly housing units, like those visible next door in the aerial photo at right.

And the second reason why Riverbend ended up the way it did was that the developers—HRH Construction—backed their architects to the hilt.

An impossible site . . .

Riverbend stands on one of those pieces of land found in too many U.S. cities that are left over after our highway planners have cut up the rest of the townscape. To the east, there is a 120 ft. stretch of six-lane superhighway, that successfully cuts off the site from the banks of the Harlem River; to the west, there is the final, Harlem stretch of Fifth Avenue; and, in between, there are little cross-streets leading to nowhere in particular—but still mapped and, hence, seemingly insurmountable. There is also one highway access ramp—and that one did, indeed, prove to be.

The easy way out, on this sort of site, would have been to accept the inevitable and plonk down two or three highrise towers on the two or three available, deformed city blocks. Instead, the architects designed a continuous ribbon of walkways and platforms on different levels, tied together by stair-and-elevator towers, and bridging the existing roads. (Only the highway ramp would not permit itself to be bridged.) Result: a connected series of apartment blocks elevated to reach for a view.

. . . and an impossible budget

"When you do a Mitchell-Lama job," the architects explain, "you start with the fact that monthly maintenance charges have to be $30 per room or less—and then you work backwards." (Today, Mitchell-Lama limits have been raised to a more realistic $50 per room; but when Riverbend was planned, the limit was still $30.)

With such limitations imposed upon them by the program, the architects decided to respond creatively rather than surrender: they cut elevator costs by attaching the duplex blocks to the towers so that both would jointly use the same elevators; they cut masonry costs by designing an oversized, 5½ in. by 8 in. brick; they cut finishing costs by using patterned formwork for all exposed concrete; they provided the required "secondary means of egress" from one apartment through the one next door; and they developed details with simplicity and restraint. The only flaws at Riverbend are those caused by some of these imperfections.
"The layout of Riverbend is based on a continuous communication pattern, from street ramp to multilevel court," the Bard Awards Jury said. It is a good description of the way the project works.

A third of the apartments at Riverbend—200 out of a total of 624—are duplex; all of those are entered from outside walkways located, in the mediumrise blocks, on alternating floors.

The walkways (shown at left) are 5 ft. wide. Off to one side of them are located walled patios measuring 13 ft. 2 in. by 6 ft. Each of these patios goes with a duplex apartment—and you enter the apartments through them.

A typical duplex along one of these elevated walkways consists of a generous living room and a kitchen downstairs, and one, two, or three bedrooms upstairs. The structural bay that forms the basic apartment is 13 ft. 10 in. wide; variations in the number of bedrooms are created by borrowing space from adjacent bays (see floor plans at left).

Tenants like the walkways and patios, even though there are occasional icing problems in winter; they like the kitchens, which are big enough for three or four people to eat in, the spacious (13 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.) living rooms, and the sense of living in a house, rather than an apartment, conveyed by the duplex arrangement. They have improvised a few changes: wrought iron gates at each patio entrance, flower boxes on tops of patio walls, etc. They also have a few complaints: inadequate storage (but all city dwellers complain about that); some problems with acoustic privacy; and a certain crudeness in details. One interesting sidelight: the duplex apartments, with their natural cross-ventilation, don't seem to require air-conditioning units.

Views at left show two-story-high "sidewalks-in-the-sky" used to reach the duplex apartments contained in the long, mediumrise blocks. Center photo shows typical, walled patios outside duplexes. Tenants have added wrought iron gates and flower boxes to secure and enhance patios. Plans (above) show two levels of duplexes, with typical elevator-and-stair tower to the left. Far right: pedestrian ramp down to Fifth Avenue gives access to sidewalk for baby
Even with its strung-out duplex slabs, and its two towers between, Riverbend might have been a fairly dull-looking group of buildings. What has kept it from being dull is the sort of attention to details, materials, textures, masses and voids not usually found in U.S. housing.

Throughout Riverbend, the concrete structure is boldly exposed, and brought forward beyond the surface of the brick walls. Sometimes that projection is a matter of an inch or two; at other times the structure appears several feet in front of the brick walls. In every case it is made to break up what might otherwise have been a series of pretty plain facades.

Structural concrete has been left with the markings of board forms showing. Where the concrete is used for spandrels or parapets, it has been given a special, striated pattern by making the forms out of the undersides of wood flooring. The brick, as mentioned earlier, is a special, 5½ in. by 8 in. giant size—this contrasts nicely in color and scale with the concrete structure. The windows are sliding aluminum sash, which is another unusual detail in this sort of project.

The two platforms over parking garages (right) are surfaced primarily with concrete, and this has created some hazards in children's play areas. (The surface was demanded by the maintenance people.) Apart from this, however, the finishes throughout, however rough, seem entirely appropriate.

Exteriors of Riverbend Houses (left and opposite) show great variety in patterns, textures, light and shadow—remarkable in an area of building that is moving more and more toward monotony. Differently sized windows, often a nuisance in housing design, have been grouped together within overall structural patterns. Above: typical floor in North Tower, where apartments are relatively conventional. Right: larger of two platforms used for play and conversation. (To get benches put up in the peripheral public spaces around Riverbend required a major community effort led by Teacher-Owner Mrs. Lucille Hoberman.)
Just as the facades-in-depth at Riverbend stand out effectively in sunlight (near right), so the extensive night lighting (far right) is a dramatic addition to the Manhattan skyline. Originally designed as a security measure to keep the sidewalks-in-the-sky trouble-free at night, the lighting soon became a positive architectural element, dramatizing the structure as well as clarifying the unusual circulation patterns. The Circle Line boats that take tourists around Manhattan slow down when they reach the 145th Street Bridge, especially at night: Riverbend all lit up is quite a spectacle!

Who lives in Riverbend? The answer is: middle-class families, mostly black (with a few Puerto Ricans), fairly conservative, but predominantly young. Riverbend, it was hoped, would become an integrated community, but the demand for these truly handsome apartments was so great that they were snapped up long before white families were able to summon the necessary determination to make the move. This is unfortunate, for the intellectual and cultural climate of Riverbend could have made this a highly successful prototype for integrated living.

A second failure, so far, has been in the occupancy of the 10,000 sq. ft. of commercial space provided by the developers. To date (almost a year after Riverbend was opened to tenants), although all the space has been rented, there has been virtually no financial backing available for the black store owners who would like to open there.

Meanwhile the Riverbend community seems to be settling in: there is an active tenant organization; there are handsome, abstract porcelain-enamel murals by Stefan Knapp in the lobbies, and wonderful Super-Graphs by members of the Davis, Brody staff planned for the elevator lobbies. There are spontaneous (if less professional) efforts at embellishment on many of the balconies.

The inevitable gripes are surprisingly low-keyed. Praise for the many qualities of Riverbend Houses easily drowns them out. Max Bond, the black architect (see Mar. '68 issue) lives there, and his professional criticism of the buildings—if any—is limited to what he feels are very minor details.

Perhaps the nicest compliment paid to Riverbend has come not from the Bard Awards Jury, nor from New York's Municipal Art Society which gave a plaque to Riverbend reading that it was "an exceptional concept in urban living." It came from Mr. Joey Maldonado, who is the superintendent in charge of the boilers and furnaces that serve this little town: he is so pleased with the handsome machines in his domain that he has started out on an ambitious project to paint the pipes and the furnaces in a kaleidoscope of dazzling colors. He has already painted his floor four times over, and when he is through with the hardware, his boiler room may well turn out to be a work of art to match that produced by the professionals above ground.

—Peter Blake

RIVERBEND HOUSES

RIVERBEND HOUSES

dramatic lighting,

day & night . .

Views of double-story sidewalks-in-the-sky, by day and by night. The facades are straight "Op"—in daytime, sunlight strikes the structure, and shade makes the vermillion brick walls around patios recede. At night (opposite), the brick walls are washed in light, and the structural frame is cast in silhouette.
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ONE BILLION DOLLAR SUBSIDY FOR SLUMS

BY JOHN M. BAILEY JR., AND HENRY SCHUBART JR.

One third of all welfare payments are spent on housing—most of it substandard. Here is a proposal to use these funds more constructively.

Shocking statistics have long since become the bland C-Rations of the War on Poverty. Few moral appetites are whetted by the knowledge that over 6 million American families live in slums, or that slum housing, for all its squalor, is expensive. It may just rumble a few stomachs, though, to know that the nation's taxpayers are paying for more than 2 million of those slums.

This spring, the Community Design Center at the University of California Extension published a study of rent payments by welfare recipients in San Francisco. That study found that over $18 million in public funds were being spent annually for some of the worst housing in the city. There are currently about 4 million families in the United States who are receiving public assistance. According to a recent (January, 1969) HEW report to the House Ways and Means Committee, these families annually spend a total of $1.1 billion for housing. This amounts to 1/3 of total cash payments to recipients of welfare. The vast majority of these recipients, according to the same report, occupy privately owned rental housing and over 60 per cent of the units they occupy are "substandard."

Although American taxpayers have been conditioned by F-111's, oil depletion allowances and similar follies to expect little for their money, one doubts that many of them would consider slumlords deserving of public subsidy. Yet the nation's slum owners are, in fact, receiving such a subsidy—to the tune of some $600 million per year, a sum roughly equal to President Nixon's budget request for the Model Cities program.

The way it comes about is this. The National Social Security Act prohibits vendor payments: that is, direct payments by public agencies to those who supply goods or services to welfare recipients. All payments to recipients are in cash and their total amount is supposedly calculated to cover minimum living costs in a given locality—so much for food, so much for clothing, so much for rent, etc. In fact, this practice is one of the few human characteristics of the welfare system since it gives the recipient control of his income and with it a theoretical bargaining power in the private market. Practically, however, that power is largely illusory and nowhere more so than in the private rental housing market. The HEW report acknowledges that rental allowances are "inadequate," and the CDC study found that in San Francisco the discrepancy between rent allowances and actual rents paid averaged 36 per cent.

As long as decent housing costs more than they can afford, the poor will continue to live in slums, and this fact has led reformers to seek increases in welfare allowances. Two suits challenging the adequacy of present allowances are currently before the courts in California.

Obviously, such increases are necessary and should be made. But it is equally obvious that alone they will rep-

Mr. Bailey, a 1957 graduate of the Harvard Graduate School of Design, is director of the Community Design Center at the University of California Extension in San Francisco.

Mr. Schubart, former director of the Community Design Center, is an architect practicing in Ganges, British Columbia.
resent only a temporary solution to the problems of housing citizens in the lowest income brackets. It is virtually inevitable that, given the rising costs of real estate and construction, the continuing shortage of standard housing, and the general absence of statutory rent controls, any increase in welfare allowances will be quickly absorbed by corresponding increases in private market rents. Unless some means are found to protect low cost housing against continuing inflationary pressures, the poor—and the rest of the public—will continue to pay more and more for less and less.

People who understand the housing market (and even many politicians who don't) admit that the housing needs of low income people (and, increasingly, those of middle income people) cannot be met without direct or indirect government subsidies. Yet today the funds and political support for such subsidies on a scale even approaching the need are nowhere in sight. Welfare payments, however, represent an existing, and continuing, commitment of public funds.

The tax dollars now spent by welfare recipients in the private housing market buy little for the recipient and nothing for the public. The millions which the taxpayer might reasonably expect to produce a substantial public asset only serve to guarantee a substantial portion of the slum housing market and thus to perpetuate the living conditions they are presumably intended to improve. If, instead, these monies were used to finance a publicly controlled housing development program, a new public asset could be created—and at no new expense to the taxpayer. In fact, by providing a hedge against continuing inflation of property values and housing costs, such a program could result in a long term economy of public funds. The more than $1 billion which is spent annually on housing could support, on 221d3 terms, an investment in low cost housing on the order of $10 billion.

Such a program might be organized in a number of ways and under the aegis either of a public agency or of a publicly controlled non-profit corporation.

For example, an appropriate public agency (either existing or ad hoc) could acquire and improve existing housing or construct new housing where suitably located sites are available using funds raised through the sale of state or municipal revenue bonds. These bonds would be secured and amortized by the guaranteed income from public assistance payments for housing. Since the debt service on such bonds is substantially lower than that for conventional mortgage funds (general obligations of the City of San Francisco currently earn about 4 3/4 per cent), the properties thus acquired could probably be operated so as to provide a sufficient return on invested capital to make funds available for improvements and regular expansion of the program while still charging lower rents than those for comparable private housing.

Alternatively, a non-profit corporation could be formed to finance acquisition and improvement of property with private mortgages secured by long term leases with the local welfare agency. Under the terms of such a lease, the agency would contract to pay an annual rental for each property sufficient to secure the mortgage. The corpora-

...
THAMESMEAD

At the edge of London, a community for 60,000 people is being built of prefabricated parts.

Thamesmead is a piece of housing history under construction, under pressure. Its very site is somewhat staggering. The 1,600 acres include a former arsenal, with the sturdy name Woolwich, bombed out in two wars, girdled with marshland with the poetic name Erith. Within the second most populous city in the world, London, it includes some four miles of riverfront. Back up a rise, overlooking the site, are the ruins of a medieval abbey.

But all else within view is a townscape as tedious as tea with milk. It is, on the one hand, bluntly industrial, like the Ford Motor plant at Dagenham across the Thames, and, on the other hand, trivially conventional, with rows and rows of rowhouses stretching endlessly between here and the central city. Some is old, much is new—sometimes where the old was bombed out during World War II.

In this dull landscape, Thamesmead is an event of geographic proportions. Its highrise apartments spear up 12 stories, but that is not the real point. The towers alone might possess the tediousness familiar to governmental housing projects around the world. Instead, the powerful lift of Thamesmead results from the deliberate contrast of towers (foreground in photo, left) with acres of well-knit lowrise housing of two basic types. The first type, five stories tall, is composed of two duplex apartments stacked over a raised ground floor—as shown under construction in the background of the photograph. The other type is three-story rowhouses, not visible here, but shown under construction on page 62.

Because building regulations in this marshy locality forbid residential occupancy of the ground level, even after filling, the first stage of Thamesmead has materialized the old planners' dream of separating cars from the people by strata, leaving the bottom range for the precious metal beasts and some storage, and beginning living space one level up. Much of the pedestrian circulation has been raised as well. With its first stage almost finished, Thamesmead achieves the pleasant architectural balance of Reston, Va., but at larger scale, without the toy-like character.

When completed, Thamesmead will house some 60,000 people, about the same number as America's single largest state-sided project, New York City's environmentally starved Co-op City. Thamesmead is entirely government-sponsored, at present a project for subsidized tenants, but it will be broadened to include at least 20 percent of private participation. It is all being shaped by the Greater London Council's own architectural and planning staff. And finally, but not least, it is being put together by means of systems building, out of large concrete slab assemblies precast under indoor industrial conditions in a hangar-like, on-site factory owned by the governmental client. It is the largest single systems building undertaking so far in Western Europe.

Approaching systems with care

The Greater London Council was out to prove things on various scales of values when it undertook Thamesmead. The GLC, successor government to the old London County Council, is one of the world's largest landlords, owning a total of some 260,000 dwelling units, most of them built between the two world wars. The 3,000-man architectural construction staff of the GLC is responsible also for all municipal structures in the London area: firehouses, schools, colleges, magistrates courts, sewage treatment plants—everything public. The responsibility is not only for managing and making contracts, but for designing. The organization is able to raise money by bond issue without too much difficulty and, indeed, is rather resented by the poorer county authorities throughout Britain because the GLC can build to higher standards.

It was with the higher standards that the GLC designers began: only secondary was the determination to execute the plans by means of systems building. The GLC planners and designers evidently decided to try to satisfy people living in a city, rather than a theoretical social stereotype. In the preceding several years, there had been widespread public and professional reaction against family housing solutions with total emphasis on highrise. Having laid the city out, including schools, stores, health facilities, space for industry, etc., they designed the first...
Thamesmead was started small, if 4,000 dwelling units can be considered small. The first stage is well back from the normal path of the river, near the commuting railroad to central London. Upon completion, there will be 15,000 units, high and low, with some industrial and much recreational land and water, including a large marina. Levees will protect the land from the steep tide rise of the Thames; fill is barged in from the estuary and pumped into place hydraulically. The subsoil is soft, a deep layer of peat under the surface clay, requiring extensive piling. But the GLC designers have been able to accept this philosophically, noting that 1,600 acres of riverfront land in London might not have been available, if it had been perfect building land.
4,000 housing units with diversity in mind.

The shapers were the chief architect of the GLC, Hubert Bennett, with, as principal associates, J. Whittle, J.G.H.C. Cairns, W. J. Appleton, and D. T. Groves. They next arrived at a firm sketch design for the housing, set high performance specifications for material, and had surveyors estimate costs.

Then entered the industrial approach. In Britain, as throughout Europe—and possibly, before long, throughout the U.S. too—the main reason for the systems approach is the saving of labor. Building craftsmen are in such short supply in Britain that completing the first stage of Thamesmead might have necessitated bringing in craftsmen from all over the island if done conventionally. Cost entered too; the GLC knew that systems building should be cheaper, but not exactly by how much.

To share savings

This was the method established: the GLC proposed for Thamesmead a business arrangement in which the contractor would, in effect, operate a systems setup for the GLC, with the client paying for the factory and equipment, including special cranes. If GLC's cost analysts discovered that there were substantial savings in systems building by this pattern, the contractor would share the benefit by a bonus arrangement up to 25 per cent of the savings. If systems costs ran higher than the estimated conventional costs in the "target cost-value" scheme, the contractor would have to accept a lower fee.

Lowest bidder of the three invited contractors was Holland & Hannen and Cubitts, one of the big six in Britain, who are licensees for the French system developed by Balency & Schuhl. The Balency system, like the other two widespread French systems, consists of large concrete loadbearing wall slabs, with cast-in heating, window frames, plumbing, electrical conduits, and finishes, factory-formed in heated steel molds. The GLC architectural section then collaborated with Cubitts engineers and production men and with the engineers of Balency & Schuhl, to adapt the system to the Thamesmead design.

But, while these working
drawings were being done, construction was already under way on the large factory to house the systems building process on the Thamesmead site, roads were being built for the special vans which would carry the concrete sections to the first stage, and construction had begun also on the first residential units, which were the five-story stacked duplexes. This meant that the earliest Thamesmead housing was not truly systems-built, but was what the British themselves refer to as Rat-trad, for rationalized-traditional. It was yard-cast, not made indoors, and was erected with the assistance of scaffolding. What this early start achieved was the setting of architectural quality. It cost extra; rationalized-traditional construction saves man hours, but at nothing the rate that the fully industrialized method can, as has been shown at Thamesmead since completion of the factory. All the Thamesmead tower flats and the row housing have been craned into place straight from the stacking yard by way of delivery vans. The first Rat-trad duplex units will not be duplicated, but have been redesigned to be completely factory fabricated, which has meant a certain amount of simplification in their panels. But the architectural point was made.

Criticism and rumors

There is considerable criticism of Thamesmead in professional circles in London, with objections centering on the whole idea of building such a large, even if varied, project, and on cost rumors. The GLC admits that the costs of the early units were up, but no higher than might be expected in setting up a large manufacturing process. The British national government has instituted a national yardstick for subsidized housing, and Thamesmead's costs are above it, at about £5,500 construction costs and £1,500 land costs per average unit. But those yardstick figures were set after Thamesmead had been qualified for national assistance. Now, with the factory running full blast, it is expected that unit costs will be brought down considerably, rather than rising as is more usual. For one thing, the costs of the molds will be written off after the first 4,000 units have been made, although they will still be usable for thousands more. Another object of write-off will be the big cranes. Belt-tightening will be going on all over England, and Thamesmead will be much more capable of doing it than projects undertaken conventionally. Until the long-range economies of full production and write-off of capital investments appear, however, it may be that some of Thamesmead's notable amenities may be pinched, such as the landscaping around its lakes, the first of which has already been installed.

The site plan survives

A considerably greater tension about the future of Thamesmead was relieved not long ago when a governmental decision was made to dig a tunnel under the Thames near the middle of the project. This (see model photo) had been the original intent of the planners, but a suspension bridge seemed more probable for a time when it became evident that it would save millions of pounds over the tunnel. It would also have murdered Thamesmead's site plan, of course.

Another lift came not long ago when Hubert Bennett's design team was awarded the 1969 award for architecture and town planning by the Union Internationale des Architectes for Thamesmead. Bennett, a Yorkshireman, evinced polite pleasure, but professed no illusions that Thamesmead itself was yet won. "We have got to hang on to the conception—to the piece of sculpture—and that is going to be a problem for 15 years. We have got to ensure that over that period it will get better and better, not worse and worse." If this professional and his colleagues can keep the end product of their housing factory up to the 1968 and 1969 models, shown here stacked outside the assembly line in the storage yard, these architects and planners will be winning a good many more prizes from the world's urbanists. Thamesmead is a piece of housing history under construction, under pressure.

In the component storage yard outside the precasting plant at Thamesmead, a traveling crane transfers a selected wall panel onto a specially designed trailer truck waiting below. PHOTOGRAPHS: Stewart L. Galloway, page 58; Robin Ross, page 64.
LA LUZ

The smallest new town to date is more impressive in terms of urban design than most of the big ones.
Half a dozen miles to the northwest of Downtown Albuquerque, on a 500-acre tract overlooking the Rio Grande, three remarkable young men have started to build a new community that is much more truly Spanish than just about any other in New Mexico. The name of the community is La Luz; the three young men are Ray Graham III and Didier Raven, the developers, and Antoine Predock, their architect (La Luz is his first commission). To date, they have built fewer than two dozen houses and a small recreation area; and, yet, this little cluster of true-adobe houses contains within it the germ of some important urban concepts.

To those who know Spain, the picture below may suggest a sort of miniature Avila. Though Predock is no historicist, he did spend nine months in Spain (under a Columbia University scholarship) and was clearly influenced by its urban forms and spaces. (Another influence: the clustering in Indian pueblos.) Such obvious analogies, however, miss the important points of La Luz. This little development is a very serious effort to demonstrate at least three principles applicable to urban situations, big and small, almost anywhere: First, it is an attempt to show how land can be improved by development, rather than despoiled by it; second, it is an attempt to show how housing can be clustered without ever...
becoming cramped; and, third, it is an attempt to show how, on an almost miniscule scale, spaces between buildings can be organized so as to separate cars from pedestrians; and to show, also, how intimate private outdoor spaces can be separated from—but related to—generous public outdoor areas.

La Luz is a successful demonstration of a number of other concepts as well—particularly in the area of working with climate and with natural assets. But these three principles make La Luz especially intriguing:

- The 500 acres acquired by the two young developers represent a one-mile frontage on the Rio Grande. By clustering their buildings in tight, “Mediterranean” groupings the developers and their architect will be able to save nearly 200 acres from the usual sort of destructive development. Looking east from the first cluster of houses, toward Albuquerque and the mountains beyond, there is now a harsh, semi-arid mesa—and then a belt of lush, floodplain trees along the river. It is a spectacular view—and on a recent day it changed, in a matter of minutes, from brilliant sunlight to a near-tornado panorama. Most developers would buy such a site for its spectacular assets—and then proceed to destroy the very assets that made the site worth buying. Predock and his clients, by preserving the 200 acres along the Rio...
Grande, will have their cake and eat it, too.
• The clustering of the first couple of dozen houses is another demonstration of intelligent planning. It is almost impossible to find a single room in any one of these tightly knit units that has its privacy—or its views—compromised by any of the neighboring houses. The houses step up on the mesa, each overlooking the one below; parapets on balconies screen out everything but the range of mountains to the east; and the small patios, back and front, together with the split-level interiors, convey a sense of space lacking in most suburban developments. 
• Finally, in this first little cluster of houses at La Luz, the cars have been successfully separated from the pedestrians. There is a small, peripheral loop-road, screened from view by bermed-up embankments, and this road leads to garages, either in back of the houses, or beneath them. And then there is an interior pedestrian space, with lawns and fountains, which, in turn, opens out toward the 200-acre public lands to the east. All the houses turn their backs to the west, whence the harsh winds come. They open up with walls of glass toward Downtown Albuquerque and the mountains to the east. The views are spectacular, day and night. The adobe walls, with their insulating and heat-retentive qualities—together with the

Most of the rowhouses shown in the plan (below) are completed; others are under construction. There are three basic houseplans to date, with varying bedroom arrangements. Small building at north end of cluster contains administrative offices. Left: pedestrian walks criss-cross the cluster.
cross-ventilation created in each unit—make the air conditioning that has been provided almost unnecessary.

La Luz is not only a demonstration in creative conservation, architecture, and planning. It is, also, a show of courage.

Most suburban development around Albuquerque is plain awful—imitative of the worst that has despoiled Southern California. If the first phase at La Luz turns out to be a financial success (the houses sell for $29-$40,000 each, which includes a share in the park along the Rio Grande), then the developers will go on in the same vein, adding shops, offices, apartments, and further community facilities. (Schools already exist nearby.)

And if all this comes true, La Luz may, some day soon, become the core of a Greater Albuquerque. For the city is moving toward the west, beyond the Rio Grande to the Rio Puerco, and will soon envelop these precious 500 acres. Hopefully, then, a La Luz—conceived as an urban satellite, rather than as another piece of suburbia—will become an example and a center in this beautiful valley.

FACTS AND FIGURES
WOOLDLAWN GARDENS

A 221d3 project in which the participants have been concerned as much with process as with product

Eight years after its inception, the largest lowrise 221d3 project in the country is under construction in Chicago. The fact that Woodlawn Gardens is being built at all is a tribute to the tenacity of the key participants, and their determination to carve out new roles for themselves in the process.

The developer of these 504 units of housing is one of the strongest community organizations in the country, The Woodlawn Organization, or TWO. Originally aided by Saul Alinsky, TWO is an umbrella group of 115 autonomous organizations in the mid-South Side of Chicago. The struggle TWO had with the Chicago Department of Urban Renewal—for a role in planning the project and developing it (in conjunction with the Kate Maremont Foundation)—is an example of its concern with the “how” as much as with the “what,” since the “how” very much affects the “what.”

Metropolitan Structures Inc. shares this concern. The developer of enterprises as large as the new town of Nun’s Island near Montreal, MSI here assumed the relatively minor role of general contractor. But its contribution was the major one of bringing in an unusually high number of black subcontractors.

And, although Woodlawn Gardens was “a people’s project from the very beginning,” according to Rev. Arthur Brazier, president of TWO, the project is definitely architect-designed. Stanley Tigerman, the architect of Woodlawn Gardens, is proud of designing “exactly what the people wanted.” He is also proud of having used his own expertise. He has shared, not abdicated, responsibility.

Each of the participants has gone to some lengths to make the final product “unproject-like,” yet each has been as much concerned with process as with product. The finished buildings will not show that hundreds of people had their say in the design process, or that 40 per cent of the subcontractors were black. Yet these facts are as important to any measurement of progress as the new housing that is the visible result of eight years’ work.

An agreement with the city

In the early 1960s, the University of Chicago wanted to expand its South Campus; TWO was actively opposed. Woodlawn seemed an ideal community to move blacks out of and whites into, because of the university, but residents of Woodlawn were in no mood to go.

Woodlawn is five minutes from the lake, and 12 minutes from the Loop. It has two of the best parks in Chicago, and one of the best institutions in the entire Midwest (the Museum of Science and Industry). Because of the lake, it is ten degrees cooler, in the summer, than many other parts of Chicago. (“According to American standards,” says Brazier, “blacks aren’t supposed to be that near the lake; we’re supposed to be near the river.”)

Brazier explains the decision to stay and fight. “Every ethnic group wants to build up its own community; we don’t want to migrate from one place to the next. Some people call it gilding the ghetto, but what’s wrong with making your own community a desirable place to live?” He’s opposed to anyone’s being forcibly confined, though. “Everything in an area might be gold, but you should have the opportunity to move out, into the brass community, if you want.”

Back in 1961, TWO was launched on this issue. It sat in at the Mayor’s office, with up to 700 persons at a time, using techniques of protest and persuasion that were then almost unknown. In 1963, TWO withdrew its opposition to the campus expansion in exchange for the city’s agreement to designate a three-block segment of Cottage Grove Avenue for urban renewal. At that time, recalls Brazier, “221d3 housing was hailed as a panacea for poor people’s housing, although we have since realized it is not.” (Income limits for Woodlawn Gardens are set at $6,400 for one person, $10,500 for a family of six. But the Chicago Housing Authority will subsidize 50 per cent of the units; a family could pay as little as $80 for a three-bedroom unit.)

The three-block strip on Cottage Grove, between 60th and 63rd Streets, was the only acreage that could be developed without displacing many people. It was a worn-out commercial strip, with only seven families living on it. The major occupant, a furniture store, will relocate to a new two-story building elsewhere on the site.

Brazier realized that whoever controlled the land could determine what would be built on it. Taking part in the planning, therefore, was not enough; TWO wanted to participate in the development, too. They had heard of the Kate MAREMONT Foundation through its rehabilitation work, and together they set up the TWO-KMF Development Association (with TWO in the majority on the board of directors). “We had people power and they had money power,” says Brazier, “but we never considered ourselves the inferior partner—people are as important as money.”

A systemless system

One of the first things that TWO spelled out for the architect was no elevators and no long corridors. (There are two elevator buildings, but only four stories high.) TWO also insisted that the project not seem like a project—no endless repetition of identical buildings.

Tigerman was asked to provide as many units (and as many with three bedrooms) as possible. The final number of 504, therefore, does not cover the 1,150 families being displaced by the campus expansion, but nobody in the community—repeat, nobody—wanted tall buildings. As it is, the density of 55 du’s/acre at Woodland Gardens is higher than the public housing built in Chicago since the war (which varies from 45 to 49 du’s/acre). Whatever Chicago’s block after block of public housing does to its own tenants, it has made Woodlawn people, among others, adamantly opposed to high-rise buildings in any form.

Tigerman’s “systemless system”—the result of 100 preliminary schemes—is a basic module of six units that is capable of combination in different ways throughout the site. This “module of six” has two apartments on the ground floor (each with three bedrooms) and four duplexes above (two with two bedrooms, two with three bedrooms). The small side of the T-shaped module can always be windowless, and the modules can be then joined to form
View into one of the segments of the three-block-long Woodlawn Gardens. The community wanted the project to be as "unprojectlike" as possible; and the architect has answered this by making units combine in various ways around their own open space. People will belong to the small community outside their own private doors rather than to the larger "project." Woodlawn Gardens is the result of eight years' effort by The Woodlawn Organization to obtain housing for people displaced by the South Campus expansion of the University of Chicago. TWO struggled with the city to keep the development free of highrise buildings.
buildings of 12, 18, and 24 units.

To avoid the institutional quality that comes from exact duplication, block after block, each segment of the project is centered on its own open space. Residents of each block will work with Tigerman after they move in, deciding what to put into their tot-lots and open space—with a total budget of $32,000. (Thus far, the client has been represented primarily by TWO's housing and planning committees. Tigerman has met with up to 20 people at a time, making presentations to groups of more than 1,000. This next phase of citizen participation will be another new experience for renters and architect alike.)

Even though the blocks are separate, the project as a whole has a structure. On each side of the street, a secondary movement system runs the length of the project as an alternate to the sidewalk. This "movement-way" leads to different stopping places along the way, and shapes the space of each block uniquely as it connects the blocks with each other.

Because so much of the site is taken up by buildings and parking, Tigerman sought to make the parking areas seem "less parkinglike." The blacktop surfacing is therefore not confined to parking areas, but reaches into the heart of the development. Here it acts as a counterpoint to the white-surfaced movementway. Some of this extra blacktop serves as play space, some keeps the walkway clear of the windows, and some surrounds the garbage areas that are indented into the ground floor of each module of six.

Considerations of safety and maintenance affected the design. It was necessary to illuminate the parking areas and walkway, but lights are so located on the ends of the buildings as to avoid shining into the apartments. Laundry machines are placed in a single location on each block, rather than in each building, to provide safety in numbers. The windowless walls facing the street and alley will be covered with ivy, to make them less inviting to spray-painted graffiti. Walks are rounded to keep people from cutting corners; and at the periphery of the project the grassy areas will also be bermed to keep pedestrians off.

"Don't let anyone tell you"

The apartments are minimal but not mean. As hoped, everyone in the two-bedroom and three-bedroom apartments has his own entrance directly from outdoors. (Terraces and balconies were too expensive, but there is extra space at the top of these 126 stairs for two or three persons to sit.) These apartments also have their own back door to the garbage and storage areas. Size of bedrooms, closets, etc., was fixed by FHA standards; and economy dictated such arrangements as the back-to-back plumbing.

In the duplexes, each apartment has no more than three windows per floor (another economy), but the windows are so ample and well-finished, in a bronze-color baked enamel, that they give the project one of its few touches of luxury.

Construction is conventional—wood frame, concrete block (not exposed), and brick facing—in order to keep costs low, and to enable the largest number of small (black) subcontractors to
The site extends 125 ft. into the block on one side, 120 ft. on the other—up to the alleys that run the length of these and almost all blocks in Chicago. Except for two low elevator buildings and a one-story community building, the project is made up of the typical “module of six” (below), which has six apartments on its three floors, and combines to form buildings of up to 24 apartments. Even in this narrow site, there is a tree-lined pathway system meandering through the development and linking the internal open spaces.

work on the job. But there are innovations. The flooring is of ⅛ in. plywood over the joists, covered with 1½ ins. of poured concrete—for a cheaper and more fireproof job than the standard wood floor.

Large-sized bricks are used, which reduces labor costs (and also tends to reduce the scale of the entire project). The soldier course above and below the windows and at the parapet is the only embellishment in this otherwise unpretentious design.

In an architecture of solids and voids, Tigerman felt that the exterior stairs should be enclosed; an open stair would look too flimsy. The architect made many such esthetic decisions. But having accepted the basic requirements laid down to him by TWO—no highrise buildings, no inside corridors or entries, no project atmosphere—he saw a number of his design decisions go unquestioned.

It wasn't that Tigerman didn't argue about highrise. He believes that the community made a mistake not to have one or two tall buildings, but he saw no way to break through their hatred of highrise. “The model of this community now is the white middle-class lawn, and the townhouse. We did more than accommodate their ideas; we made their feelings work. As the wealthy aspire to polyhedral lightweight solutions, or as ‘sidewalk-in-the-sky’ schemes become better known, these may become the models for middle and lower income groups. But not now.”

Tigerman admits that the whole problem might be different today; the young militants were not around then to be part of this project. But he doesn't believe in a Black Architecture: “The aim is a decent urban environment.” (The street numbers on the exterior doors will be done in black nationalist colors, though—green, red, and black—and in supergraphics.)

As Brazier sees it, “A community should decide within itself what’s best for it, then stand together. Don’t let anyone tell you what’s best. Not Tigerman, not Mayor Daley, not anyone.” The DUR had tried to force highrise on the community for several years, but TWO stood firm. “If you’re going to decide wrong, then decide wrong. Maybe we made a mistake in not having highrise. But we can’t say the DUR is responsible for anything we may not like here. We are responsible.”

Brazier expects the project to have a big impact when people move in and see what they’ve fought for. They’ll glory in it—but only for a while. “There’s so much left to be done.”

A few problems

For several years during the design stage, Metropolitan Structures lent Bennet Greenwald to the project. (His father was the late builder and entrepreneur, Herbert Greenwald, who was first to see the greatness of Mies and put it into steel and glass.) “If TWO had only wanted to show that a black community could make its own decisions, they could have done it in one acre instead of nine, with one million dollars instead of nine. But they wanted to solve a real problem,” says Greenwald.

In the process, they ran into quite a few problems. Economic for one, although the project has worked out at $11.50 per sq. ft. for the construction.
Other problems were political. “If you don’t have the goodwill of the city and the FHA, says Greenwald, “this kind of project doesn’t get done. In the end we had it, but it was a struggle.” Tigerman also refers to the struggle. “The DUR didn’t volunteer anything. TWO had to squeeze it out of them.” Tigerman cites the many delays by the city, and bemoans the fact that a project like this must take eight years. He did, however, demand and obtain the 27 building permits in one day, a feat that probably makes him a legend—or worse—in the city’s eyes.

In any case, the city will probably now claim as much credit as it can for Woodlawn Gardens, although it is unlikely that many people in Woodlawn will accept that interpretation.

Getting black subcontractors

The biggest problem that Metropolitan Structures set itself was getting as many black subcontractors as possible. It was a major effort—getting lists of people from TWO and Operation Breadbasket, contacting them and advising on the bidding, “A low bid won’t do me any good,” says Mike Chuck, supervisor of construction.

MSI refused the request of a bank to be the personal guarantor on several small loans to subcontractors, feeling that this would be the wrong business relationship. Greenwald talks about the problem of money: “The reason may small subcontractors stay small is that they can’t find the borrowing wedge. They can’t get a loan unless they’re financially responsible, with a good Dun & Bradstreet rating, and they can’t get that unless they’ve borrowed money. Loans should be made on another basis than past financial responsibility.”

One of the most creative efforts by MSI was the formation of a consortium of black electrical contractors, called ABCD, to handle a large contract that was beyond the capabilities of any single firm. A number of work areas have multiple subcontractors—two of the bricklaying subs are black, and three of the painting subs. “They tell me no one has put in as much effort as we have,” says Mike Chuck. “It gives a certain sense of satisfaction; the construction business is pretty monotonous.”

The firm has continually gone beyond what a general contractor might be expected to do. Bennet Greenwald is currently arguing with the city about trees. “They want to put in shallow-root trees, which will tear up the sidewalks and foundations. I want deep-root trees. This project will be around for 50 or 60 years, more like 120; I’d like to build it right.” He is actually furious that one apartment will have to look out on the Nelson Brothers furniture store, inside the project area, which is being built two stories high instead of an agreed-upon single story.

But if MSI did more than what it might have done (including paying Tigerman a small retainer for several years, before the project was assured of going ahead), it also did less. Says Bernard Weisbord, president of Metropolitan Structures, “We were not the decision-makers here; it was their thing, not ours. We only made our knowledge available.”

And if the contractor went beyond his usual role, so did the architect. Tigerman and TWO wrote the program which the DUR would ordinarily have set forth, establishing heights, densities, etc.

And Tigerman probably had an indirect effect on the selection of the TWO-KMF submission. The DUR usually made these decisions according to the highest bidder, until 1963, when Tigerman, as chairman of the AIA planning committee, urged the city to set up an architectural review board to do its judging. He also suggested the people to be appointed—Walter Netsch, Bruce Graham, Bud Goldberg, Harry Weese, Ben Weese, Ed Darr, etc. “It was a very autocratic thing to do,” he says, “telling the city, ’kindly use the best people,’ but they did it. And they like the arrangement. The schemes judged by this board are now becoming visible all over Chicago.”

Tigerman’s commitment to the project has been intense. “You can’t just go in and get out. It’s an ongoing thing.” This attitude appears also in the design of a model apartment by Jo Ann Gray. The model will be only the product; the process will include a one-week session with residents, giving information on where to buy good inexpensive furniture (with comparative interest rates), and how to make some items at home.

Supervision of the project is constant. The Tigerman office has a full-time man in the front construction office, half a block from the site. It takes him several hours to go from one end of the project to the other, and he also handles the paper work, which amounts, on an FHA job, “to a mass about equal to the size of the buildings.”

Like some of the more thoughtful students today, Tigerman believes that the profession isn’t solving the real problems, and that the architect is afraid to exercise his real power, and exerts no morality whatsoever in accepting clients. “But I don’t agree with the ones who say that anything the community puts together, accidentally, will be beautiful. I prefer to work in areas where there are real problems to be solved, but this doesn’t preclude an aesthetic.”

He doesn’t believe that an architectural degree is necessary, “but you do have to know how to build.” His own schooling adds up to only three years. He flunked out of MIT as a freshman, then, after eight years of day-and-night apprenticeship, and registration, he went to Yale for a B.Arch. and M.Arch., doing each in a year.

His experience at Woodlawn Gardens has been an education in itself. “Process in architecture has been implicit, kept private to the architect; while the product has been explicit—there it is. I prefer the reverse. Let the process be explicit—an open, honest, rigorous confrontation with the client. And let the product be implicit, requiring participation to complete it. It should be fulfilled by the people who inhabit it. We’re through with the product as an art form, a thing in itself. People are tired of being given, shown, handed down something preconceived and already complete without them.” The years spent with TWO on Woodlawn Gardens have taught Tigerman to see a difference between process and product, and, as an architect, to value them both.

—ELLEN PERRY BERKELEY
Below left: Forty per cent of the subcontractors are black. Below right: the two elevator buildings are four stories high, with parking at ground floor. Bottom: A "residential" atmosphere, despite high density of 55 du's per acre.
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PHOTOGRAPHS: Philip A. Turner.
NINE-G COOPERATIVE

Nine adjoining brownstones in New York City are now a single building combining the best of both townhouse and elevator building.

Built as a unit in the 1890s, nine brownstones on West 93rd Street, N.Y.C., have been transformed in a way that cuts across the intention of the original builder. The redesign has added a corridor connecting the nine buildings, an elevator in the center, and a new facade at the rear (right), and gives a new lease on life to a block that was about to undergo major surgery.

Duplexes on the two floors at bottom and top make a sandwich of the self-contained middle floor (see plans overleaf). Apartments cut through party walls and floors to solve the individual requirements of the 34 tenants. The renovation has already proven its worth to members of the new Nine-G nonprofit corporation, who have paid an average of only $5,950 for each half-slice of brownstone (or about $20,000 for a floor-through duplex). The Nine-G Coop has also proven a point with the architects, Edelman & Salzman—that they can work with 34 separate clients without losing their shirts or their sanity.

The original houses were thought too small—20 ft. wide, 30 to 40 ft. deep—to be worth saving, in the city’s West Side urban renewal plan. But when a developer sought to build an even taller building than the allowed ten stories, local opposition took form. The Little Old New York Citizens Committee, formed in 1962 to help families find brownstones in the renewal area, got together enough people to save these as a group. After a financing study, the architects suggested making it a coop.

From the front, the nine appear still separate. Front stoops were removed, and three small lobbies provided. The rear facade is entirely new, though, in fenestration and location—houses had been of varied depth because of an old pathway running diagonally through the block.

The combination of elevator building and brownstone has obvious appeal, combining the convenience and safety of one with the amenities and home-like feeling of the other. The architects suggest the technique for new or existing buildings, as a way to preserve the scale of a neighborhood. They envision it as a way to keep the side streets for low buildings only; these would feed off the elevators of the highrise along the major avenues.
Corridors connect the original nine brownstones on all but top and bottom floors. The third floor (not shown) has one-story apartments sandwiched between duplexes; the fourth floor (not shown) is primarily a bedroom floor for the handsomely skylighted living-dining areas above. Major new features are the central elevator and garbage chute, fire escape and balcony along the rear, community recreation area outdoors beyond the private courtyards. Costs of about $20 per sq. ft. compare with renovation costs on a single brownstone today, of about $25 (the difference is partly in the economies of a larger job, partly in the lower costs, generally, when this job began).

FACTS AND FIGURES
SCOTLAND, MARYLAND

A new townhouse development has firmly reestablished a century-old Negro community threatened with oblivion.
Out along Seven Locks Road, nestled in the green, rolling terrain of suburban Washington, D.C., is a nearly completed townhouse development that looks more or less like any other white, middle-class subdivision.

But it isn't. The townhouse project (partial view, left) is being built by and for the residents of Scotland, Md., a community of about 50 low-income Negro families who have pooled their land, their determination, and their hopes to produce the new housing. The result is something of a miracle in the low-income housing field, yet it took five long years of pushing, pulling, cajoling, manipulating—and seemingly endless waiting—to bring it off.

Scotland's prolonged, tortuous battle for decent housing and a better way of life has not been waged against the exclusionary attitudes of lily-white suburbia. On the contrary, literally dozens of Scotland's white neighbors, church groups, and civic leaders in Montgomery County have given help and encouragement to the venture. Nor has it been a struggle against the administrators of federal housing programs. They have all cooperated fully—if not always courageously.

The real villains in the Scotland story are not people, but rules, regulations, and bureaucratic red tape, which almost stifled the project on several occasions.

For all that, you won't find a Scotland resident who will say it hasn't been worth the effort. The new townhouse development will not only provide the people of Scotland with their first experience of living in decent housing, it will firmly re-establish a century-old community that was threatened with extinction five years ago.

The threat came from two outside interests which converged on Scotland in 1964 (Oct. '66 issue). The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission wanted to acquire about two-thirds of the community's heavily wooded land, which Scotland's families and their ancestors had owned since Civil War days. And the remainder of the property was being coveted by real estate speculators, who were pressuring the families to sell at ridiculously low prices.

Even though the families were living in a collection of dilapidated, overcrowded shacks (see one example above), the sale of their land and houses offered an even bleaker alternative. First of all, no resident stood to gain a significant amount from the sale, since the property had been split up over the years to the point where few individuals owned as much as a quarter of an acre. (One owner's parcel amounted to 1/348 of an acre!) Secondly, there was no low-income housing in Montgomery County, and the families couldn't have afforded anything better. Their only real housing alternative was the Negro ghetto of Washington, which the families considered a definite step downward. "We were caught between the buzzard and the hawk," said one resident, Mrs. Geneva Mason (below).

It looked as though Scotland would quietly disappear until a seemingly unimportant event occurred just before Christmas of 1964. Onto the scene came Mrs. Joyce Siegel, a housewife from nearby Bethesda, who drove up to deliver a load of toys for Scotland's children. It was Mrs. Siegel's first look at the community, and she was horrified by what she saw and heard—so much so that she immediately set about rallying support for Scotland from the white residents of nearby communities.

Many individuals, church groups, and civic leaders pledged their help, giving Scotland its first reason to hope that the destruction of their community might not be a foregone conclusion. Together, the people of Scotland and their white neighbors formed a new organization, Save Our Scotland (SOS), to do battle against the outside threats.

The fight turned out to be relatively easy: the park commission readily agreed to halt the expansion of its park until a community plan could be drawn up; and the Scotland residents, with their hopes renewed, simply ignored the speculators.

With the immediate threats out of the way, Scotland began working up a housing solution. The community and its neighbors formed a new, nonprofit corporation called Scotland Community Development Inc. (SCD). The corporation devised the broad outlines of a housing program under which the residents would pool their land, totaling about 50 acres, sell off all but about 12 acres to the park commission, and use the income to finance construction of a 100-unit development under the federal 221d3 program.

Then SCD applied for a demonstration planning grant from the Housing & Home Finance Agency (HUD's predecessor). In July of 1965, HHFA Administrator Robert C. Weaver, noting that the Scotland situation was typical of "numerous slum pockets in which land is owned by long-term residents who have not the means to rehabilitate housing that has become dilapidated," announced that the corporation had been granted $78,400. "The demonstration in Scotland, within the orbit of the nation's capital," said Weaver, "will be of nationwide interest, and help show the way to a solution of similar problems elsewhere."

At that point, Scotland needed professional planning and architectural help. It came from Rurik F. Ekstrom, a young architect in nearby Potomac who had heard about the community and...
volunteered his services.

It appeared as though Scotland now had everything going for it: the support of its influential white neighbors, the money and professional services needed for planning and design, and the backing of the federal government. But the residents soon discovered that support from the top of the federal housing hierarchy carried no weight in the bureaucratic labyrinth below.

"Individually, everybody couldn't have been more helpful," says Ekstrom. "It was the regulations that caused all the problems." The problems were legion, as the three examples below only begin to convey:

- The residents wanted their new houses to be detached, in a pattern similar to what they had been accustomed to. The regulations wouldn't allow it, on the ground that it was "economically unfeasible."
- The residents wanted a variety of unit sizes to accommodate the community's large, small, and medium-sized families. The regulations called for three-bedroom units only, because that was where the market was.
- The residents wanted to own their units, detached or not. The regulations would not permit families of such low income to buy houses.
- The SCD wanted to be the sponsor of the project. Under the regulations, SCD was not "stable" enough to qualify.

Chances are Scotland might still be attempting to unlock the intricate mysteries of federal procedure had it not, in desperation, called in David Clark, a Washington housing consultant who knew his way around both the bureaucracy and the regulations. After months of negotiation, Clark was able to work out a housing solution which combined several federal programs in one package. It was a compromise, to be sure, but at least it accommodated the major needs of Scotland's residents, as well as the needs of about 50 other Negro families, many of whom had left Scotland in past years but wanted to return.

The package provides for 100 townhouses, of which 75 are rental units and 25 are to be purchased by Scotland residents. Technically, as far as FHA is concerned, all units are three-bedroom, but in fact the development contains a mix of two-, three-, and four-bedroom units. This was accomplished by gerrymandering the second-floor plans so that bedrooms of larger units were placed above the first floors of smaller units.

The 25 purchase units, on which construction is about to begin, will house those families who were able to qualify for homeownership at the time the project was approved. Now, under the more generous provisions of the new federal 235 program of mortgage subsidies for lower-income families, it is hoped that several rental units can be converted later to condominiums.

One of the existing houses (left), will remain and be rehabilitated for its occupants.

Thirty of the families living in the rental units will be given federal rent supplements which will bring rent payments down to 25 per cent of their incomes. And SCD is now negotiating with the Montgomery County housing authority to lease another 30 units as public housing.

Yet to be settled is the financing of a new community center contained in the Scotland plan (opposite page). SCD, which joined forces with the Washington Council of Churches to meet federal "stability" requirements as the project's sponsor, hopes the community center can be built through a neighborhood facilities grant from HUD, with Scotland putting up the site as its one-third share of the cost.

Scotland's old "community center" (below), which served as its school house until the 1954 Supreme Court decision forced neighboring schools to accept its children, was demolished to make way for the new housing.

Architecturally, the townhouses are, if anything, a bit more corny than most of their kind in the suburbs. No matter; they were designed to the rather exacting specifications of the people who will live in them—none of whom are architects. Before Ekstrom designed the development, in association with Collins & Kronstadt and Randolph Janney, he took a number of steps to familiarize Scotland's residents with some of the more far-out design possibilities open to them. Among other things, he got the deans of several architectural schools to assign the Scotland project to their students, who responded with highly imaginative, but largely irrelevant, schemes. "Most of them designed new Georgtowns," says Ekstrom. "The kind of places in which people drink martinis in the evening and sit around reading newspapers. They don't do that in Scotland."

In the end, the clients opted for the more conventional. What influenced them most was a new shopping center, featuring Mansard roofs, that was built down the road from Scotland.

Architecturally, and in every other respect, the new Scotland belongs to its people. It was they who bore the agonies involved in bringing it to fruition. They had help, of course, and they accepted it gratefully, but they also accepted full responsibility for the decisions that had to be made. They are proud of the results, and have good reason to be.—James Bailey

**FACTS AND FIGURES**

**Townhouse development, Scotland, Md.**


**PHOTOGRAPHS:** Bruce Michel, page 82, page 83 (top), and page 85 (top right); Michael Lenzi, page 85 (bottom left); Alan R. Siegel, page 83 (bottom).
HISAKA HOUSE
An architect’s own house shows that urban design is possible on a suburban lot

Only rarely is the design of a single-family, suburban house related to buildings beyond its own property lines, but the house that Architect Don Hisaka has just built for himself in Shaker Heights, near Cleveland, is a small-scaled example of effective urban design. It not only complies with the town’s demanding zoning rules, but it clarifies the spatial arrangement of the whole neighborhood.

Like most suburbs, Shaker Heights decrees that each homeowner dedicate a portion of his plot to unobstructed “front yard.” In the case of Hisaka’s V-shaped corner lot, the front yard (and similarly prescribed side yard) took up 70 per cent of the entire area.
The house that Hisaka designed for this lot not only had to stay within the small area allotted for building under the zoning ordinance, but it also had to satisfy an architectural review board that guards Shaker Heights against strident non-conformity. There was no conflict, however, since Hisaka wanted his house to maintain the established setback lines and to look at home among the surrounding pseudo-Colonials. He felt that—at least in this locale—the uniform front yard and the repetition of similar roof forms established a coherent physical pattern that was worth preserving. But he was not willing to retreat into a little gabled box at one edge of the site and peer out at the landscape through conventional windows. He wanted to reserve a part of the plot as private outdoor space, and to look out at it through large areas of glass that the neighbors could not see into.

He accomplished all of these objectives at once by designing the house in the form of three connected blocks, closed toward the street and open toward the court between them. The two end blocks continue the lines of house fronts along the two streets, and the central block turns the corner between them, reconciling the odd angle between the two setback lines.

All three blocks have the same 16-ft. structural spans and roofs of the same pitch rising.
from a uniform eave line. On the street sides, all three have largely solid walls of vertical cedar boards. Two large openings, which keep the house from looking inhospitable, have been placed in projections with solid sides, so that passersby get only a limited view of the interior.

Geometrically and structurally, the three blocks have been kept separated. The plainly visible triangular links that join them provide an interesting reversal of the openings-inward, walls-outward scheme of the main blocks. Each of the links offers a broad view outward toward the street, yet gives the neighbors no view at all of the interior of the house.

Inside, the three main blocks are not as similar as they look from outside. The two-story living room (below left) occupies the whole central block, compensating in scale for the 7 ft. 1 in. ceiling heights (keyed to the size of standard doors) throughout the rest of the first floor. A balcony along one side of the living room links the parents' bedroom at one end of the house with the daughters' rooms at the other end (all of which have ceilings that follow the slope of the roof). A ship's ladder leading up to the girls' rooms from the breakfast room gives them a quick alternative—which they always choose—to the roundabout route via the main stairs near the front door.

As the size of bedroom win-
dows suggests, the house was designed to be air-conditioned. The entire system has been installed, except for the cooling units themselves, and the Hisakas have already decided that one summer without air conditioning will be enough. The three blocks of the house are heated by three separate furnaces (hence the numerous chimneys). Three independent systems turned out to be less expensive than a central one because ducts could be shorter and controls could be simple.

The Hisaka house is not the first "modern" house in Shaker Heights, but it is probably the first one that the other residents have really liked. And its appeal may go deeper than the comfortable familiarity of its solid walls and sloping roofs. Even though the neighbors cannot look into the Hisakas' court, they can tell it is there, and perhaps they realize that the scheme of additive units around a court solves some of the basic problems of housing—either single-family or multifamily—in the suburban setting. It shows one way to enjoy private outdoor living space and large glass areas—without living either in a goldfish bowl or behind a stockade.
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ACORN PROJECT

In the midst of Oakland's worst ghetto, a 221d3 development has emerged as a vital, racially mixed community

BY ROGER MONTGOMERY

Oakland's brightest new buildings of the season have emerged at last from the long dormant Acorn renewal project in a shapely 221d3 community by the young San Francisco architectural firm of Burger & Coplans. The project's designers and developers have shown, as it rarely has been shown, that bulldog tenacity and some kind of mad disregard for the account books can unravel the FHA's incredible red tape and make the federal below-market-interest-rate program work.

While some critics may carp at its scenographic esthetic, Acorn gives an astonishing amount of dwelling for the dollar. And it does this while maintaining an evident seriousness and love for domestic architecture. That is no mean achievement in this era of 9-per-cent construction money, enormous lumber prices, and quick in-and-out speculative development. These accomplishments overshadow what it does not do: it looks unmistakably like a housing project, a project built with the most conservative traditional technology, both doubtlessly unavoidable choices.

Before examining the architecture further, some idea of the project's background needs sketching in. Acorn lies in the bend of a freeway just outside the central business district in infamous West Oakland, the city's best-known blighted area and home of the proudest, most militant minority community in the West. Since planning on the project began almost exactly ten years ago, during the era of the unfettered federal bulldozer, Acorn suffered all the ills of old-style urban renewal. It proved characteristically easy when it came to pulling down old houses, but the city still suffers repercussions from the aggressive relocation this required. Despite some careful urban design studies done in the early '60s by George Rockrise and Lawrence Halprin, marketing and management problems caused endless delays. The land lay fallow for several years.

In late 1964, the Oakland Redevelopment Authority held a design competition to select a redeveloper for the tract. The ground rules, as well as the price of the land, called for a high-density (by California standards) residential community served by a convenience shopping center and various neighborhood open spaces. The Burger & Coplans design won out over the others largely because the firm was able to achieve the density requirements and still have most dwellings open directly at ground level, and because the site planning showed an attractively varied, resourceful organization. Most of the submissions had resorted to standardized-looking medium highrise buildings. The built result achieved these qualities of the competition design.

Turning the corner

Burger & Coplans' secret for realizing both objectives of density and variety lay in marrying what they call their "corner-turning building" to relatively standard townhouse rows. This ingenious planning concept of an attached three-story walkup which packed additional units into the rows, added considerably to the spectrum of unit types and permitted snaking the rows around in a way that never seems to repeat itself. The panoramic view of the project (opposite) shows how much its appearance benefits from the articulate silhouette the corner-turning building generates. Inside the project the visual benefits are at least as great because the added height of the three-story structure comes just where it is needed to terminate the neighborhood's series of linear open spaces.

The project covers two blocks, actually small superblocks, one about twice the size of the other. It provides 479 dwellings on 17 acres for just short of 30 units to the acre. In the center of the large block the designers have located a large open play-space and a community building. A second phase, about to get under way, will put about 300 more townhouses and apartments on an adjacent block to the east. The final third phase will provide a 70,000-sq.-ft. neighborhood shopping facility.

In social and housing-market terms, Acorn looks good indeed. A waiting list of people anxious to live there developed almost immediately. As in all 221d3 projects, the income spread of the tenants is narrow, but the
racial composition is exceptionally diverse—to the surprise of many who thought integration an impossible goal in West Oakland. About half the tenants are black; the others include whites, Chicanos, Indians, Orientals—the whole racial mix characteristic of the cosmopolitan San Francisco Bay region.

This social success represents a triumph of faith for the project's developers, who sweated it out for five discouraging years. Beneficial Development Group, the combine which won the original competition, is composed of a team of energetic black entrepreneurs: Milburn T. Fort, Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett, Samuel B. O'Dell, and the Honorable W. Byron Rumford. The housing portion of Acorn was turned over to the Alameda County Construction and Building Trades Council as nonprofit sponsors-owners. Beneficial will construct and own the shopping center.

Turning back to architectural matters, Acorn's technological conservatism stands out sharply in the current Oakland context of considerable experimentation with industrialized building. Doubtless the choice was wise. The architects had enough to do without taking on the multiple problems of new technology. So did the sponsors and builders. Perhaps here lies an important lesson to learn from Acorn. After all, this project has produced more homes for more people in Oakland than all the experiments. Perhaps, as a matter of principle, technical experimentation should be uncoupled from attempts to provide low- and moderate-cost housing. It might result in more of both.

On a different level, another kind of serious question arises about the architecture of Acorn: 700 little houses all the same color, all the same shape, and all the same style cannot help but look like a housing project. Even in the details (the owner provided window curtains, for instance, all in the same white cloth covering hundreds and hundreds of windows, big, little, and middlesized) the architects belied their stated concern with variety. In a low-income area where people seek safe shelter before style, why such idiosyncratic forms? The architects have treated housing like sculpture, not like the old, individual shoe most of us want to live in.

To achieve both the required density and a sense of variety, Acorn's architects attached three-story "corner-turning buildings" to the project's relatively standard townhouse rows (see plans, left). The units serve as enclosures for the linear open spaces of the neighborhood (photos, right). Above: the community center, which provides a covered outdoor playspace beneath its overhanging upper story.
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The pilgrimage town of Neviges, Germany, consecrated in 1681 to the Virgin, attracts hundreds of the faithful every day. An existing chapel, seating 200, was inadequate, and the Franciscan Order, which owns the chapel, has planned a new pilgrimage center which will eventually accommodate over 7,000 persons.

The first building in this project, a church, seats 800 and has space for 2,200 "standees." It is a polygonal structure of sandblasted reinforced concrete, rising to 114 ft. in a series of peaks; it is approached up four flights of steps from a broad "pilgrims' way." The interior space is divided into a principal worship area, a chapel of grace, a sacramental chapel, and sacristies. Underneath is a crypt with a chapel, and secondary altars. The central area (above) is lit by tall streetlamp-like lights and by banks of windows. The pulpit rises like a chimney through one facet of the folded slab roof. Architect: Gottfried Böhm.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ARMSTRONG

The striking, angular profile at right belongs to the Armstrong Rubber Company's new corporate headquarters in New Haven, Conn. Designed by Marcel Breuer, this 183,000-sq.-ft., $6.5-million structure is one of the first buildings in which the floor framing is suspended from overhead cantilevered trusses. Here, the seven trusses, each weighing 50 tons and each carrying hangers at both ends, support the steel-framed block below them, which contains four floors of office space. The base of the office block and the lower building, for research facilities, are separated by 17 ft. of open-air space, in which two additional floors can be sandwiched in the future.

BICYCLE FOR THOUSANDS

The giant concave bicycle wheel below is in reality one of the largest cable suspension roofs in the world. It was dubbed a "bicycle roof" by its creators, Consulting Engineers Zetlin, DeSimone, Chaplin and Associates of New York, who also designed the New York State Pavilion roof for the 1964 World's Fair. It covers the new Salt Lake County Civic Auditorium in Salt Lake City, Utah. The roof is 360 ft. in diameter, and consists of a double layer of cables—180 cables per layer. The cables are anchored by two 40-ft.-diameter tension steel rings which also serve as support for mechanical equipment and for a suspended scoreboard. Thirty-six reinforced concrete columns, which form the main elements of the exterior wall, support the roof.
FISH TALE

After nearly three years of construction, the New England Aquarium on Boston's Central Wharf (see Oct. '67 issue), was finally opened to the public. Designed by Cambridge Seven Associates Inc., this combination research and recreation facility houses over 2,000 varieties of aquatic creatures in 70 tanks. A giant tank, the largest in the world, is the central core and focal point. Measuring 40 ft. in diameter, this 200,000-gallon salt-water cylinder is 23 ft. deep and is enclosed by glass that is 1 1/4 to 3 3/4 ins. thick. It is encircled by a spiraling staircase. Visitors, after proceeding up a series of straight ramps overlooking galleries and small tanks, may look down into the giant one, and then descend the spiral stair for a closer look at its marine inhabitants. A 150,000-gallon fresh-water pool surrounds the base of the tank, and another pool for seals is outdoors.

MACHINE SHOP FOR ART

When Art Patrons John and Dominique de Menil of Houston, Tex., offered their financial support to Rice University last year, the university decided to establish an Institute for the Arts. Among other things, the institute was to be the location for the show, "The Machine at the End of the Mechanical Age," first exhibited at New York's Museum of Modern Art. Architect Eugene Aubry was given the problem to design (and get built) a space for the institute and for the machine show, in six weeks time. He decided to combine economy and design, and came up with a "machine look" for the structure. The building is composed of five 40-ft. by 60-ft. segments, constructed in wood and sheathed in galvanized, corrugated sheet iron. Each of the 40-ft. by 60-ft. segments contains its own air conditioning and electrical distribution system, and can be moved about as the institute wishes—for exhibits, studios, and offices. The show itself was a great success: Dr. K. G. Pontus Hullén, mastermind of the show, said, "Here's a new concept in the presentation of art pieces: you're not in a palace, but in a workshop."

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 94, Inge von der Ropp; page 96 (bottom), Hickey & Robertson.
NUCLEAR VISION

In order to meet a rapidly growing demand for additional electrical power, the Tennessee Valley Authority has begun construction of a huge nuclear power plant which will have a capacity of nearly 3½ million kilowatts, or nearly twice that of any power plant in the U.S. This plant, the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant, is located about ten miles from Athens, Ala., just south of the Tennessee border. Nuclear power was originally chosen, in 1966, because it could provide power at less cost than traditional methods. The reactors at Browns Ferry use water as a means to absorb heat and produce steam. The three units (two shown in photo above) will have multi-barrier safety containments, including drywells and suppression pools to contain any escaping steam or water. Further safety factors had been reviewed fully by the Atomic Energy Commission before the construction permit was even granted, and the Commission has overseen every step in the building process. The type of fuel chosen, and the design of the plant, make it impossible for nuclear explosion to occur. The aerial view at left shows all three units, which will be completed in 1970, '71, and '72 respectively, and office and service facilities. Turbine foundations are visible in the background of the photo above.
THE ECONOMY OF CITIES by Jane Jacobs. Random House, N.Y. 268 pp. 5½ by 8¼ in. $5.95.

REVIEWED BY JAMES MARSTON FITCH

In her first book, Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs produced an unorthodox, oddly-structured, disputatious and—from an academic point of view—unsatisfactory critique of city-building. But exactly the same charges could have been raised against Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin; and in both cases the charges would have been largely irrelevant. For it is no exaggeration to say that, in the eight years since its publication, Mrs. Jacob's book has had much the same impact in its field as Mrs. Stowe's once had in hers. Which is to say: enormous. Theory was fundamentally altered, critical opinion deflected into new channels by the sheer presence of these two books with their new ways of looking at their respective subject matter.

Jane Jacobs new book, The Economy of Cities, is certain to have a comparable effect—though this time among urban economists and sociologists rather than the architects and physical planners into whose unsuspecting ranks her first bombardment fell. In purely formal terms, it is a much better book—shorter, better structured, beautifully written. Conceptually, it is stronger, too: denser, more rigorously rigorous in its clarity and economy, and absolutely brilliant for the new light it casts upon familiar, worked-over materials. It is, in short, that rare thing, an authentically innovative theoretical work. Whether they like it or not, the professionals in her field of fire had better prepare for battle stations: their sacred cows will never seem so safe again.

In this new book, as in her first, Mrs. Jacobs disdains the whole superficial apparatus of modern scholarship. Though every page reveals internal evidence of deep thought and immense research, she gives us no bibliography, no documentation, and a very scanty set of appendices. (Her few footnotes are purely expository; other authors are usually paraphrased, but when they are directly quoted, the citation is rarely complete.) Those many academics who are certain to be outraged by some of her propositions may be tempted to think that her unscholarly style will render her vulnerable to scholarly counter-attack. But they should not be misled by the disarming simplicity of her methods. The Economy of Cities is cast in the classic mold of Bishop Berkeley and Adam Smith. Her work will stand (or fall) upon the sheer, internal strength and consistency of her reasoning. Urban economic theory will henceforth be modified by this remarkable book.

In Death and Life, her central concern was the manifest dysfunction of most contemporary architecto-urbanistic design. This dysfunction she traced to the fundamentally formalistic posture of middle class designers, unable to intervene successfully in the experiential reality of the city because they did not understand it as a way of life. In this new book, she turns to much more fundamental questions: what is the city? how does it differ from all other forms of human settlement? how does it grow? why does it decay? As anyone familiar with her city-centered point of view is well aware, Jane Jacobs equates cities with civilization. But this new book opens with a proposition which carries her far beyond previous claims of urban primacy. Cities today are not only the point of origin of all advance, agricultural as well as industrial: she is now prepared to argue that they always have been! Tackling head on what she calls "the dogma of the primacy of agriculture," she challenges the generally accepted theory that cities could appear in the great riverine cultures of the Indus, Meso- potamia and the Nile only after agriculture had reached the stage of surplus production. This Jacobean heresy, so contrary to current theories held by anthropologists, archaeologists and pre-historians, is not so outlandish as it might have seemed before the recent excavations at Catal Hüyük. This city on the Anatolian plateau of Turkey, which dates from the seventh and sixth millennia before Christ, appears to have reached the stage of a fully functioning urban center before the cultivation of crops or the domestication of animals. In fact, as Mrs. Jacobs reconstructs this paradox, agriculture was the result of the penetration of the primeval countryside by the urban technology of the town.

Persuasive as is her reconstruction (the townspeople apparently ate wild grains and wild animals almost exclusively), it is certain to be challenged by many specialists. Despite Catal Hüyük, many scholars believe that the prehistoric peasant made, if anything, a much greater contribution to civilization than either the archaological or the written record shows. Robert Adams, director of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, has recently pointed out, for example, that archaeologists have been traditionally interested only in great urban sites and monuments. As a result, smaller sites, settlements, and fortified villages were largely neglected. Since they were by definition more fragile than urbane constructions, they vanished quickly; and since such peasant cultures were preliterate, they could leave no record in stone or clay of their accomplishments. Thus, as Adams points out, the writing of history has always been an urban monopoly: it is not surprising that it has been consistently pro-city in its biases.

But, if Jane Jacob's theory of the absolute primacy of the city is less than impregnable for prehistory or antiquity, it is clearly valid for today's city. Agriculture, horticulture, forestry, cattle-breeding—even fishing and oyster-raising—have become preponderantly urbane technologies. Theories, techniques, and literature, as well as equipment and cultriges, are all the products of great urban institutions—universities, laboratories, factories. Even the preservation of the wilderness is an urban, not a rural, concept. Mrs. Jacobs is quite properly impatient with an urban intelligensia which—umbilically tied though it is to the city—still finds it possible to talk about the advantages of "the disappearing city." If the country is to be saved, only a regenerated city can do it.

Having established the city's primacy, Jane Jacobs then constructs a model of its economy. She sees it as a kind of reciprocating engine, absorbing input, turning out exports, with a by-product of what she calls "new work" as the index of its health. For her, the city is not...
in her native Scranton, during the period of its expansion (and of her own childhood), there were added to the city's amenities a "zoo, a museum of natural history and a central reference library . . . and a trolley car system (whose cars) were painted fuschia or sky blue or silver and had flowered seat covers." She knows, of course, that there is no one-to-one relationship between economic development and cultural flowering: "Shakespeare's theater found room in a city that had grown room for it. This does not explain Shakespeare's genius, but it does explain why there was scope for that genius in the local economy of London rather than in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, or for that matter, in the local economy of Stratford-on-Avon."

Clinging thus as closely to reality as a squirrel to a nut, Jane Jacobs contrives to make the economic life of these cities both vivid and urgent. Of course, her book is not flawless. It displays, to my mind, two of the same conceptual weaknesses which marked its predecessor: (1) Her brilliant diagnostic power is not matched by a comparably effective prognostic power to prescribe therapy; (2) Her "evolutionarianism," so dynamic when used as an analytical tool for the urban past, becomes a kind of "laissez-fairism" quite inadequate for the urban future. Thus she is vague as to what policies should be followed to preserve for the city in the future its historic role; and she is vague as to what institutions or professionals should be entrusted with this task. There is, God knows, basis aplenty for her argument is too dense, her argument is too dense, her complexity which she herself admires—there cannot not be environmental designers, architects, landscape architects, planners, urbanists, whatever one chooses to call them. Despite all our organic analogies, city builders are not working with living tissue, with its properties of genetic memory and cellular multiplication. Someone might anticipate chart, direct this change. Thus the final question (which Mrs. Jacobs does not answer) is; who shall these new professionals be; according to what criteria shall they be trained?

But these weaknesses in her extraordinary book turn out to be, in the present context, almost endearing idiosyncracies, the spin-off of her fundamental point of view. Her contempt for the formalism, subjectivity and irrelevancy of much contemporary design has plenty of factual basis. And, in the final analysis, it is not her task to prescribe for the design professions; it is enough that she has given them another brilliant diagnosis of what ails them.

Mr. Millard is an Associate Professor of Architectural Design at the Yale School of Art and Architecture.
INDUSTRIALIZED HOUSING
can it happen here?

The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 established a national goal of 26 million new housing units by 1978—that is, an average output of 2.6 million units per year. But in 1969, we are still building at the rate of 1.5 million per year—even fewer than we were building back in 1950. Unless there is a dramatic change, the chance that every American will be adequately housed by 1978 is nil.

The critical shelter shortage is felt at all income levels. The rocketing rise in the cost of new housing (now going up more than twice as fast as the overall cost of living) could not occur if there were not a yawning gap between our total demand and our capacity for production. The importance of shortage as a factor behind rising building costs is confirmed by the rapid rise in prices and rents for all kinds of housing—new and old, lavish and shabby.

The indispensable prerequisite for greater housing production, of course, is money. Right now, money for construction is very hard to get—either for financing of private projects or for federal support of subsidized housing. But even if substantially more money were poured into a construction establishment which is incapable of rapid growth, much of it would end up in higher profits and wages; the effect on output would be disappointing.

There is money pressure to deal with our housing needs by adding a whole new production capacity to our present inadequate mechanism—a capacity for large-scale, industrial production of housing.

What's in a system?

Countless building systems have already been proposed. But so far none of the proposals for stacking fireproof "mobile home" units in highrise structures has reached even the demonstration stage.

So far, only one American system involving factory produced components for fireproof, urban housing has been applied beyond the scale of a demonstration project. The Techcrete system (page 103) devised by Architect Carl Koch and Engineer Sepp Firnaks, has now been used in about 600 low- and middle-income units.

A workable building system must be more than a kit of parts that can be assembled—somehow—to form a structure. To have any significant impact on the cost or output of housing, the system must not only represent a major part of the total building cost, but it must account for the whole process of building: capitalization of plant and equipment, financing of construction, and management of production—both in the plant and at the site. It must also be geared to available labor supplies, work rules, lending policies, building codes—all of the factors that will affect the actual application of the system.

If the system is to have any future, there must be a definite strategy for its introduction. It must either fit into the present relationship of contractors, fabricators, and building trades unions, or it must leap-frog over the whole existing establishment—capitalizing new kinds of production organizations and changing traditional labor practices.

Structurally, most proposed systems fall into three broad categories: the frame type, into which wall and floor panels are inserted; the bearing wall and slab type; and the major module, or "box" type. One convincing proposal has been made by Craig Hodgetts (page 107) for a hybrid system, in which box-like mechanical cores would play a structural role in a system that includes slabs and columns.

The advocates of various systems are intensely competitive. Each talks as if only his system solves all problems effectively. The producer of one component system may call another one unrealistic because building trades unions will oppose it; the promoter of the second system may claim, on the other hand, that the first one cannot make any economic breakthroughs if it remains tied to existing labor practices. The proponents of a box system may claim that their system is truly economical because everything—down to the carpet—can be installed in the factory; the component producers, however, will argue that the boxmaker is paying dearly to ship volumes of air.

Whatever the type of system, the selling point to government and investors is invariably the reduced cost that the system is supposed to offer. There are potential savings: in labor costs, of course; in construction time saved; in the predictability of building cost; perhaps even in transportation cost—compared with the aggregate costs of shipping and on-site materials handling in the usual process.

What is not stressed enough, however, is that immediate savings will be modest compared with eventual ones. The major economies of mass production are realized only after the initial investment has been amortized, when volume of output is high enough for truly efficient production and management.

Who will put up the money?

It will take some outlay of capital to put any industrialized building process into use. Generally speaking, the greater the system's potential for reducing cost or increasing output, the higher the required investment in plant and equipment. There will also be significant but elusive transition costs—for retraining labor (and management) and for ironing out bugs in the process (even after bugs in the product have been revealed in costly prototype structures).

For a highly industrialized system, such as the Balency system (page 194), the initial capital required is estimated at $2 million. A minimum guaranteed market of 2,000 units would be needed to justify setting up one Balency plant in this country.

Even systems designed to be produced by established fabricators (usually precast concrete producers) could not be introduced without some capital outlay. The Componoform system (page 103), for instance, could be turned out by any precaster licensed by the corporation, but his initial outlay for expansion and special molds would be about $500,000.

One reason capital for introducing building systems is so
hard to obtain is that no real "building industry"—in the sense of a highly organized, heavily capitalized production system—even exists in this country. Building production is now in the hands of innumerable firms operating with an absolute minimum of capital. As one promoter of a highly industrialized system puts it, "The typical contractor operates as a broker," buying and coordinating the services of sub contractors. Expensive pieces of equipment, such as cranes, are almost invariably rented.

New kinds of organizations will be required to raise the capital to introduce highly industrialized systems. And the capital will not be forthcoming unless there is assurance of a large, stable market—most likely guaranteed by government action.

Who will do the work?

Besides the problem of securing capital, the main obstacle to industrialized housing is the reluctance of labor to revise its role. No significant change in cost or production capacity is made unless traditional divisions between trades can be broken down, and workers can be assigned any role in the process that efficient operation demands.

Only a few years ago, it looked as if all of organized labor would stand behind the traditional trade jurisdictions. But recently trade unions have shown a willingness to negotiate. In some cases joint work forces have been formed with factory-produced units at the site. Just this June, the huge United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners signed an agreement with a corporation which plans to produce thousands of prefabricated wood box-type units complete with wiring and plumbing. A precedent-setting aspect of the agreement was an arrangement between the union, the corporation, and the National Urban League to set up training centers for unskilled and unemployed residents in cities where the units will be manufactured.

At least a few union leaders now seem to realize that industrialization can open up a large, stable market for union labor, in addition to conventional building activity. Industrialization could offer the building trades an opportunity to expand with security, and to admit significant numbers of urban minority groups to membership as they expand. If, instead, the unions fall back to their old position of limiting membership (a position borne of a tradition ally unstable construction labor market) competing unions are likely to grow up in the field of industrialized building.

What happened in Europe?

Industrialized housing already accounts for a major part of the market in several European countries—France, Great Britain, the Scandinavian countries, West Germany, and, of course, the Soviet Union. Industrialization has advanced faster in Europe because of the Europeans' thought of it first, or showed more ingenuity in designing systems. Industrialization took place there first because a critical need for housing, coupled with a shortage of skilled construction labor, occurred there first.

Of course, there are important differences between our situation now and the situation in Europe in the early 1950s, when industrialization began there in earnest. For one thing, "conventional" construction is much more efficiently organized here today than it was then in Europe. For another, our shortage of skilled construction labor is balanced by a surplus of unskilled labor; we must be sure that introducing industrialization does not reduce the total demand for construction labor, even temporarily.

It took large-scale government commitment even to get European buildings systems through the initial period of capitalization and transitional costs, and almost all of the producers still rely on government subsidized housing for their market. It should be possible, however, for an established producer in a free market to outgrow its dependence on government. One producer which seems to have jumped that hurdle is the MBM Corporation of Milan, licensee of the Bal ency system (page 104), which is now selling about 50 per cent of its production in the privately-financed housing market.

What can government do?

Government intervention will be absolutely essential for the establishment of industrialized housing here, just as it was in Europe. One step the Federal government has taken so far is to provide special financing for experimental projects. Unfortunately HUD, which is perennially short of funds, has tended to support only schemes that involve a minimum of capitalization. "If you go to HUD with a scheme that calls for an investment of $500," says Guy Rothenstein, vice president of Bal ency's U. S. marketing organization, "you are likely to get the money." But schemes that can be initiated with little investment can generally do little to shift the proportions of labor vs. equipment in housing production, and so can have little long-range economic effect. Up to now, HUD has offered hardly any help for technologically advanced systems which require large investments.

HUD's recently announced "Operation Breakthrough" (page 110) seems to be its strongest effort yet to test industrialized building at a reasonably large scale. The program's main objective is to encourage state and local governments to organize aggregate markets for housing systems and to find ways to revise obstructive and inconsistent building codes. The limited funds the program will probably have to operate with raise some doubts about its producing any real breakthroughs—at least in the type of systems that require high capital input.

Even if Operation Breakthrough does not succeed in establishing any sophisticated systems on a economically sound basis, it will at least stimulate a round of intensive research and evaluation of the many systems currently waiting on the drafting boards.

And HUD's enthusiasm is being echoed at lower levels, at the level of city housing and development authorities; promoters of housing systems who have found them hard to reach until recently are now being invited to present their systems. Of course, the challenge, having even a bit of HUD's limited demonstration housing built in their cities can be a lure to local authorities facing a desperate housing crisis.

The housing shortage may have to go even farther beyond our ability to produce—to the point where the secure middle class is seriously affected—before government at all levels will put real commitment and real money behind industrialized housing systems. —John Morris Dixon
The Balency system originated in France in 1948 as a result of a government-sponsored competition. Its precast bearing walls, partitions, stairs, etc., are all designed to be joined together at the site by pouring concrete into channels between parts. (In many cases, the entire floor slab is poured on-site, instead.) Thousands of units have been built all across Europe—from Dublin (far left) and Thamesmead, near London (page 58), to Milan (near left). Unified control of fabrication and erection has led to great refinement in the process and equipment (heated forms, conveyors, etc.). It would cost $2 million to equip a Balency producer here, and a minimum initial order of 2,000 housing units would be required.

Techcrete, developed by Architects Carl Koch & Associates and Engineer Sepp Finnas, is the first U.S.-designed system to become competitive with conventional construction. So far, 588 housing units have been built using the system and over 600 more are scheduled for construction soon. Structurally, Techcrete consists of precast bearing walls—post-tensioned as they are erected—and precast, prestressed concrete slabs. A whole set of related non-structural components has been designed (with the help of a Department of Defense contract), but projects completed to date have conventional partitions and exterior walls, constructed on site (as at Academy Homes in Boston, far right). Photograph, far right: Phokion Karas.

The Bison System, developed in Great Britain, is approaching the U.S. market by licensing precast concrete manufacturers to produce components for the totally prefabricated system, which would then be erected by general contractors. Although no unconventional equipment is required, a large assured market would be needed to justify the fabricators' investment in additional plant. To satisfy the British public, Bison has concentrated on a variety of possible building types and concrete surface effects, illustrated here in low-income housing at Hyson Green, Nottingham (far left) and a college residence hall at Coventry (near left).

"Infill" housing designed by Architects Stull Associates (prototype building, right) will soon go up on 200 vacant lots selected by the Boston Redevelopment Authority. The buildings will contain apartments designed especially for large, low-income families. The building system includes components similar to those of Techcrete, but makes more intensive use of precast wall panels (both interior and exterior) mainly so that work on the isolated sites can be completed quickly. The builder expects each building to be erected in two days by five men.
The Building Block Modules system for stacking precast concrete "box" units has been tested in a prototype apartment group in Oakland, Calif. (left), designed by Architects Fisher-Jackson & Associates. The open-ended precast boxes are stacked in a vertical checkerboard pattern that yields usable "bonus" spaces between the actual boxes (April '68 issue, page 85). At least in this prototype structure, the major part of the building cost is in the conventional, on-site construction required to turn the boxes into living units.

The Links system (right), a proposal by Architectural Designer Craig Hodgetts, demonstrates (at least on paper) the possibility of a hybrid building system, combining the advantages of box systems and other component systems. Three-dimensional box-type elements containing the mechanically complex parts of the individual apartments (gray tone on section at top) would also serve as the main horizontal structural members (section below right). These fireproofed steel structural-mechanical units (drawings, near right) would be placed within the overall structure in a checkerboard pattern (top section), so that the clear spaces between them would be more than twice as wide as the span of the floor panels.

The Uniment system is based on a technically ingenious prefabricated concrete box (shown being lifted into place, left) developed by Conrad Engineers (April '68 issue, page 86). A special concrete—also developed by Conrad—makes possible "chemical prestressing" of complex three-dimensional forms—in this case all the walls and partitions of an 11 ft. by 36 ft. box with the floor slab at the top of it. The investment in intricate molds, which must allow for every detail of the finished apartments, makes it uneconomical to introduce variety of unit layout unless a huge market is generated.
May, the New York Telephone Co. cut off the ten programs recorded by the poets. Reason: too much taped obscenity.

The Telephone Co. was willing to turn the poets on again if Giorno would promise to bleep out what he found offensive in the works of Allen Ginsberg, William Burroughs, and John Giorno.

Giorno, of course, was offended only by the Telephone Co. As it happened, there was not enough money left to pay the phone bill for another month anyway, so Giorno bleeped out the entire project rather than allow the phone company to bleep in their own sense of morality, which would certainly have boosted the meter.

Since the Telephone Co. operates under a monopoly granted by the public, what constitutes telephoned obscenity should, perhaps, be left to the courts. Meanwhile, the Public Service Commission might look into the "morality" involved in the actions of a corporation that calmly collects—at 10¢ a call—over $100,000 from the works of young poets, while the poets get not a cent. In fact, when the New York State Council on the Arts stepped in on Giorno's behalf, they discovered that while Dial-A-Poem was paying $25 per line per month for the service, Dial-A-Prayer was paying only $4.75.

If the Council on the Arts can recover the overcharges and can interest some private contributors in subsidizing a revival, Dial-A-Poem may return in the fall. St. Mark's Church has donated a room for that purpose.

"Perhaps somebody up there—-and we don't mean at Dial-A-Prayer—protects poets after all.

UPS & DOWNS

FAREWELL, BUT NOT GOODBYE

"A kind of member of the family to us," moaned Composer Benjamin Britten on June 8.

He was referring to the Maltings at Snape, in Suffolk, England, which had been destroyed by fire a few hours earlier.

The acoustically superb structure, which Arup Associates had created from the shell of a century-old malt barn (above and Nov. '67 issue), was about to begin its third season as the Aldeburgh Music Festival's main concert hall when the fire struck. But the charred remains had hardly cooled when Britten and his fellow festival directors announced that (1) the festival would still be held, in nearby Blythburgh Church, despite the loss of sets and costumes; and (2) a fund-raising campaign would begin immediately to rebuild the Maltings exactly as before.

One of the festival's scheduled events had to be canceled, however. It was the premier performance of "The Building of the House," an overture for the Maltings composed by Britten.

Hopefully, it will be performed next year in the rebuilt hall.

PAID IN FULL

The Arizona Court of Appeals, in a recent landmark decision, has ruled that the city of Phoenix must pay the architects it contracted for the design—subsequently abandoned—of a municipal baseball stadium. After having given Architects Guiry, Smka & Arnold no fixed budget to work with, the city renegotiated when construction bids exceeded available funds.

The stadium, as it was eventually built (below), was completely redesigned by the same architects, this time on a verbal contract with the city. The suit brought by G&S&A was for recovery of compensation for the abandoned scheme.

In reversing the decision of a lower court, the Court of Appeals commented—in sometimes tortured syntax:

"If a satisfactory proposal is not received the architect shall revise or redraft as necessary to obtain a satisfactory proposal. These architects continued with redrafts and revisions until it was obvious that the project was abandoned.

"If we were to affirm the lower court, we would be saying in effect that all a city has to do to avoid compensating an architect is to find that the proposal is unsatisfactory. Such a ruling would allow cities to hire architects at will to design any number of speculative buildings but avoid compensating the architect when the city determines there is not enough funds to pay for the construction even though they were aware, as herein, that the estimated cost was above the funds available.

"While we fully realize that a city should not be required to compensate an architect who fails to provide a satisfactory proposal, we do not believe the legislature intended that this power should be exercised in such fashion as here."

WHERE THE ACTION IS NOT

In late June, after six months of what had been described as a "burry of inaction," the Nixon Administration's first Congress gave, at least, a first indication of where its heart was not. It was not in the ghettos, nor, for that matter, even in the cities.

The House Appropriations committee, blaming the "inflationary spiral," slashed nearly $500 million from the Nixon Administration's budget requests—certainly not "inflated" to begin with—for low-income housing and Model Cities.

Of the $14.9 billion package reported out of the committee, the ax fell hardest on HUD. The committee chopped off $384.3 million, leaving only $1.6 billion in HUD's bag. (Meanwhile, on the Senate floor, a total of $4.4 billion in supplementary funds for the fiscal year ending June 30 was approved, $1.3 billion of
which was for the Vietnam war.)

The House Committee cut by more than half—to $100 million—the request for urban renewal programs, and slashed $150 million off the $650 million sought for Model Cities. Conceding the full $23 million request for the rent-supplements program, it then sliced in half—to $50 million—the sum requested to subsidize private builders who construct low-income housing.

The biggest cut of all, from $10.5 to $3 million, was strangely enough, for law enforcement. The law to be so pitifully enforced: open housing.

Another housing move, not apt to raise cries from anyone, was the committee’s denial of an Administration request for $150,000 to be used for planning and design of a new residence for the Vice President.

In the Senate, $10 million was given to the Neighborhood Youth Corps, a compromise of sorts between the Senate Appropriations Committee, who had recommended $7.5 million, and New York’s Senator Jacob K. Javits, who was seeking $55 million in what he termed a “modest test of national priorities.”

LABOR BREAKS RANKS . . .

The traditional solid front of organized labor against any modification of archaic building methods is beginning to crumble.

- At the end of May, the nation’s two largest unions, the United Automobile Workers and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Union—both now separated from the once monolithic AFL-CIO—announced the formation of a new Alliance for Labor Action. With 10 million fewer members than AFL-CIO, the alliance has dared to challenge Big Labor by calling for reform of old work rules to permit housing production using advanced technology—some of which the alliance itself plans to sponsor.

Walter Reuther, the perennial crusading leader of the auto workers (and a member of President Johnson’s Committee on Urban Housing) predicted that if archaic rules are suspended “the building tradesmen will get twice as much work out of rebuilding the cities.”

- A few days later, the Detroit Building Trades Council, which includes AFL-CIO construction trades unions as well as teamster locals, announced that it would negotiate industry-wide contracts for the production of factory-built housing.

- In mid-June, the 900,000-member United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners signed a precedent-setting contract with the Stirling Homes Corporation of Avon, N.Y., which manufactures wood-framed “Instant Housing” units. The carpenters and joiners will carry out all operations in the factories (including those traditionally reserved for members of other unions) and all on-site carpentry work.

Of course the AFL-CIO might not take it all sitting down. President George Meany, himself a former plumber, recently protested that “you can’t build houses like automobiles. Too many things go into them.”

HUD BREAKS THROUGH

George Meany’s remark (see above) was directed at HUD Secretary George Romney, who once ran an automobile company and is a firm believer in mass-production as a way out of our present housing crisis. This spring he has been busily laying the groundwork for a new HUD program called—optimistically—Operation Breakthrough.

The objective of Romney’s breakthrough is to push the concept of industrialized housing production past the mini-demonstration phase and establish several systems on an economically sound basis. Romney has revealed the program in stages over a period of months, conferring with labor and industry leaders along the way, apparently so that their reactions could be fed back into planning for the program.

The strategy of Operation Breakthrough is to induce industry to invest in development and testing of promising building systems by offering the possibility of a large market as a lure. While the designers and corporations are readying submissions for HUD to consider for the program, state and local governments—at HUD’s urging—will be cooperating on the “aggregation” of housing demand into volumes large enough to justify investment in production equipment for systems.

The systems that HUD selects for the program will then be built in prototype form on several geographically scattered sites. (Each of the 12 to 20 chosen systems will be built on several sites, if that is feasible.) Representatives of the local aggregate markets will then be invited to inspect all of the chosen systems and award contracts to those that best meet their needs. Thus, no individual systems producer will be certain of a mass market, but he will be given a chance to compete for part of a guaranteed aggregate market.

Romney has put forth this program as one way to avoid “a deficit of 11 million homes by 1978,” but he warns that his program will not erase the housing shortage overnight. In fact, if all goes well, it will take two or three years before Operation Breakthrough has any major impact on housing production.

ROWHOUSE RETHINK

The Armstrong Cork Co., after two experimental programs in rowhouse rehabilitation, has concluded “that under most circumstances mass-scale rehabilitation of badly deteriorated small dwelling units [by private means] cannot be done on an economic basis at this time.”

The second of their experiments—in Lancaster, Pa.—involved the complete renovation of nine rowhouses within their existing shells.

New floors, walls, and ceilings were installed as well as plumbing and electrical systems, lighting fixtures, and kitchen ranges and cabinets. On the exteriors, a minimum of alterations were made by Architects Haak and Kaufman—porches redesigned, bay windows eliminated (below). Armstrong estimated that it had invested an average of $5,000 per house more than it will recover from sale of the house under the provisions of the FHA 221 (h) program for low- and middle-income families. Rehabilitation work alone cost more than $15 per square foot.

In announcing that the company would, in the future, concentrate on the development of new products and building methods, Max Banzhaf, vice-president and treasurer, listed some of the now-familiar obstructions to success in the moderate-income housing market: overly complex requirements of government programs, restrictive local building codes, and labor unions unresponsive to on- and off-site construction innovations.

TIMBER!

In mid-June, it was reported that lumber and plywood prices, which had been rising alarmingly in recent months (June issue, page 25), had taken a sudden dive to the lowest levels in five years. All things being equal, the price drop (from $144 to $62 per 1,000 sq. ft. of quarter-inch sanded plywood, for example) would have given housing production a critically needed shot in the arm. Unfortunately, all things are not equal in today’s housing market.

As it turns out, lumber prices have dropped dramatically because an even greater deterrent to the production of homes—tight money—is becoming increasingly more critical. As C. C. Crow, publisher of various lumber and plywood journals, explains it: “Mortgage money just isn’t available and the market for single-family homes has evaporated.”

YOUTH

YOU NEEDS HELP

In late May, Warren V. Gilmore, a former Chicago street gang member, and Lelan F. Sillim Jr., vice-president of Urban America, Inc., held a joint news conference at the Sheraton-Boston hotel. Urban America was holding its annual meeting there and Sillim and Gilmore, president of Youth Organizations United, made a plea to business, government, and the foundations for $750,000 seed money to “get YOU moving.”

YOU was organized a year ago when 50 youth groups, some of
which were street gangs, consolidated their efforts toward community service and ghetto entrepreneurship. Today, YOU is comprised of 350 "gangs" with some 350,000 young blacks, Mexican-Americans, Indians, Puerto Ricans, Chinese, and whites. "But right now," said Gilmore, "we're $25,000 in the hole."

"The leaders of the youth groups," said Sillin, "are tough, intelligent, dedicated, and would make excellent revolutionaries. Instead, they are directing their talents to build their communities."

"But their belief in our democratic and capitalistic system is under constant challenge by others who advocate destruction of our society. They must show progress to be listened to. If they fail, the burning will begin. This is a fact. Not a threat."

Meanwhile, Gilmore's old gang, the Conservative Vice Lords, announced in June that they had received a $56,000 grant from the Labor Department to assist in a management training program. The group also has a $130,000 Ford Foundation grant to be used for hiring business technicians to help sharpen the CVL's growing management skills. CVL currently operates a restaurant, poolroom, two ice cream parlors and the African Lion, a boutique that specializes in African clothing and jewelry.

ENVIRONMENT

REPORT FROM BERKELEY

The following observations are from FORUM Correspondent Roger Montgomery who lives a few blocks from "People's Park" in Berkeley, Calif.

Early in April, when the rains let up from the wettest winter on record, the Telegraph Avenue "street people" moved onto a derelict lot belonging to the Regents of the University of California and began building People's Park (preparing the ground for sod, bottom). As the weeks went by, university students, little old Berkeley ladies in tennis shoes, public school kids, and good citizens joined in. By early May, thousands of sq. ft. of sod, trees, flowers, vegetable gardens, sculptures, an amazing variety of purpose-made park furniture, an amphitheater, and a fantastic spirit had transformed the winter's mud hole into a happy, habitable public open space, the happiest in Berkeley (clock tower and notice board, above).

Suddenly, the University announced that it needed the land immediately. It was required, said Chancellor Heyns, for intramural soccer. The park building continued. A couple of weeks went by. Then at 6:00 a.m., May 15, the Berkeley Police walled off the ground with an 8-ft. chainlink fence. The confrontation that followed, between street people and hundreds of soldiers and cops (top) turned the season's most exuberant exercise in participant design into a bloody battle that left between 30 and 40 injured by police buckshot (one, James Rector, died of his wounds; another will be blinded for life).

In the month that followed, Berkeley residents, now frightened into hysterical silence, witnessed a full-scale military occupation of the campus and the South Berkeley community. I was gassed three times, my oldest son was gassed in his public school classroom, my wife and other sons terrified by the occupation. Many of us who lived through it felt we had watched a full-scale demonstration of the latest technology of massive repression, such as heretofore had only been dared in the ghetto.

Why this official response? Clearly the issue transcended People's Park. Peter Marris, noted British sociologist and a visitor at Berkeley, listed among more familiar student grievances "the tyranny of the majority, the autonomy of scholarship and the moral neutrality of science."

People's Park, Marris said, "was illegal, ungoverned by any committee, responsible to no one yet responsive to everyone... dedicated to trees, flowers and play, spontaneous and humane..." And, he concluded, the reaction of government and university to the park confirmed "the worst accusations against the society it [the park] challenged..."

A strangely hopeful, certainly brave effort to mediate the immediate issue came from the College of Environmental Design at the University. Under Professor Donald Appleyard, new chairman of the landscape architecture department, a couple of hundred design students and faculty made an heroic attempt to legitimize participatory design, to provide a legal vehicle for reopening the park, and to verify the vast popular support it had received in the surrounding community. CED Dean William Wheaton tried valiantly to broker a resolution including a momentarily hopeful, now collapsed, attempt to build a second People's Park on unused BART land.

And, on June 20, the Regents of the University of California voted 16 to 7 to build married student housing on the site of People's Park "as expeditiously as possible," ruling out a user-developed park in the interim before construction can begin.

THE LARGER PICTURE

"An ecological approach to design," is the sensible and unusual task set for the new California Institute of the Arts' School of Design by its dean, Richard E. Farson. No stranger to dual disciplines, Farson founded the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute in La Jolla and was an Oscar-winner in 1968 for his feature-length documentary film, Journey Into Self.

Appointed associate deans of the school, now under construction in Valencia, are Craig Hodgetts and Designer Peter Pearce. Hodgetts, experienced in automotive design, sculpture, drama, and architecture, fits well into the "larger picture" of which Farson speaks: "After all, the great environmental problems we face... were caused, at least partly, by designers unable to see the long-range consequences of their work."

Pearce, formerly with Charles Eames, is the author of Structure In Nature As A Strategy For Design, to be published next year by MIT Press.

The Institute begins its first 12-month session in October, 1970.
UNDER THE RAINBOW

The snapshots on this page of the late Eero Saarinen's St. Louis arch are from a group sent me by Harry Weese of Chicago, one of Saarinen's close friends from his Cranbrook days. In his note accompanying the pictures, Harry writes: "This is the way it really looks." Right he is.

The elegant curve was Saarinen's first achieved success, but one of the last completed. If, as threatened, the polar ice cap ever does really melt enough to put the continent under water, and then nature relents—as with Noah—and causes the flood to retreat, the arch is going to look awfully good emerging from the ice water.

Meanwhile, in its aloof imper turbability, it, like the Washington Monument, does its bit to lift attention from some of the nonsense we humans necessarily devote our time to down below.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 41, 42 (bottom left) James Eisenman. Page 43, Ellen Perry Berkeley (center). Page 109, John Donat (top). Page 111, UPI (top); Clare C. Cooper (center and bottom left).
START WITH WOOD

FINISH WITH OLYMPIC STAIN

Costs less than paint.
Lasts longer than paint.
Easier to apply than paint.
Protects wood with P.M.O.
Guaranteed not to crack, peel or blister.
66 Colors, solid or semi-transparent.

Atlanta’s C&S Bank didn’t need a perimeter HVAC system.

They used a PPG Performance Glass instead.

PPG Solarbronze Twindow units enabled the designers of Atlanta’s C&S Bank to eliminate a perimeter HVAC system—and reduce original equipment and annual operating costs.

Based on a comparison with single tinted glass, engineering studies indicated that the application of double-insulating Twindow units would eliminate the need for supplementary perimeter heating and cooling units. Savings realized by eliminating the auxiliary system—in equipment, operation, and maintenance—more than justified the initial capital costs of the Twindow units.

Because the insulating and heat-reducing properties of Solarbronze Twindow units lower the burden on a heating and cooling system, a simpler ceiling HVAC system for the bank is sufficient to bring year-round comfort to the building’s occupants. This system reclaims about 60 percent of the lighting energy. The redistribution of this energy avoids the need for a separate hot-air duct system. Below 40°F, electric heaters are the only extra heat source required.

Solarbronze Twindow also meets strength requirements. And its color complements the bronze tone of the structure’s exterior metals.

Put the financial advantages of PPG Performance Glass to work for your clients. Contact a PPG architectural rep for technical data or write: PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.


PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far.
The low and scraggly skyline of Worcester, Mass., will have an emphatic center of interest when the Worcester County National Bank completes its new headquarters, a 695-ft. office tower designed by Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo & Associates.

At the base of the tower will be an addition with a glass roof swooping up 80 ft. above the entrance (model photo, right). Beneath this plane of glass will be an indoor park reminiscent of the enclosed garden Roche-Dinkeloo designed for the Ford Foundation building in New York. Passing under the trees, visitors to the building will either go down half a story to the banking floor, or up half a story to the elevator lobby, which forms a balcony around it.

Each of the 45 office floors will have about 5,700 sq. ft. of completely unobstructed space between service cores at either end. At the pinnacle of the tower will be another tall, glass-roofed space which will probably be used for some kind of public facility—perhaps a restaurant.

After the tower is completed, existing buildings around it will be torn down in stages to open up a 2.9-acre plaza (plan below), laid out as a carefully framed extension of the Worcester Common, across the street.
Inland-Ryerson introduces six new wall panels with a common lock arrangement that permits you to blend them in a wide variety of textures, colors and shadow patterns.

Only three of the six new IW panels were used to achieve this variety of sculptured patterns. Many other effects can be obtained.

The day of the bland exterior wall is over. Inland-Ryerson has added six new profiles of the IW series which can be easily intermixed to form a seemingly endless variety of visual effects, giving you new design freedom to spark your creativity.

The secret: individual panels are just 12" wide, and a common lock system provides fully concealed fastening of any arrangement. The side seams are hard to find too.

The lock system also offers unmatched weather protection at the joint. The U-shaped design provides positive metal-to-metal contact at two points. Yet it completely covers the fasteners used, and the panels interlock quickly.

The IW series panels are available with Inland-Ryerson's famous double-coat weather protection. Duofinish™ offers the security of baked-on finish in a wide variety of colors. For extra-long life, specify polyvinylidene base Duofinish 500™.

Ask your Inland-Ryerson sales engineer to show you these new steel wall panels. Or write for Wall Systems Catalog 242. Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Company, Dept. E, 4031 W. Burnham Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.
On a hillside 120 ft. above Little Neck Bay at the outer edge of New York City, steel framework is already in place for the Student Lounge and Cafeteria of Queensborough Community College. The new student facility is one of several buildings designed by Architects Holden, Yang, Raemsch & Corser and Frederic P. Wiedersum Associates for the 3-acre campus, on the site of a former golf course. The existing clubhouse (right in photo) will be used by the faculty.

The student building has been fitted around its knoll to offer the greatest variety of views out across the campus and the bay. The dining hall, on the lowest level, has cantilevered bay windows facing north and west; the kitchen is notched into the slope, its roof serving as a terrace for the main entrance above.

Most of the main floor is devoted to a single large, cross-shaped lounge, with broad bay windows facing out in three directions. Windowless auxiliary spaces fill the corners between the arms of this cross-shaped space. Above the center of the lounge is a mezzanine, with clerestory lighting around the edges of its tall, canted roof. From this crow's nest, it is possible to look out four ways across the main lounge to the campus.
VARI-TRAN™... available with three silvery and three golden reflective coatings. Functional. Aesthetic. Lively.

For a color photo of building and data on Vari-Tran, write Architectural Construction Marketing, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43624

L-O-F HI-PERFORMANCE GLASS
Imaginative details combine design flexibility with quick installation in Core* framing systems

With the Core system, a variety of depths of faces and gutters permit significant design options and freedoms. Creative approaches to glazed aluminum framing systems are not hobbled by component limitations. You may choose a strong horizontal emphasis or the feeling of vertical strength. It’s all the same to the Core system. And, flush snap locked faces put an end to appearance marring exposed screws, stops, and putty—plus, faster installation! Face members lock to gutters with an internal, invisible clip—an important detail.

Core systems accommodate glazing for ¼” to 1”.

Core is available in Kawneer Permanodic® bronzes and black. These stable finishes are achieved with special anodizing processes, not dyes, and are almost twice the thickness and hardness of standard clear anodized finishes. Permanodic is non-fading, resists corrosion, abrasion, and dulling effects of time, weather, and industrial atmosphere.

For details on Core systems, contact your Kawneer authorized dealer or write Kawneer Product Information, 1105 N. Front St., Niles, Mich. 49120.

*U.S. Patent No. 3,007,849

New Dynamics in Architectural Aluminum

KAWNEER ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

Kawneer Company, Inc., a Subsidiary of American Metal Climax, Inc. Niles, Michigan • Richmond, California • Atlanta, Georgia • Bloomsburg, Penn. • Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto
THE KAWNEER CONCEPT:
Attention to detail
The number is Corbin 4726

Your number for security. Corbin exit devices operate at a finger's touch. Dependable, safe and whisper-quiet. This is only one of many designs. It displays the style, quality and security built into the complete Corbin line of door closers, locksets and exit devices.

Your Corbin distributor can furnish you with complete data on this design, or write P. & F. Corbin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut 06050. In Canada—Corbin Lock Division, Belleville, Ontario.
Send for the new, easy-to-use AAMA Selection Guide for aluminum windows and sliding glass doors.

ARCHITECTURAL ALUMINUM MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
One East Wacker Drive • Chicago, Illinois 60601

Gentlemen:
Please send me the AAMA Short Form Selection Guide for aluminum windows and sliding glass doors. I understand that with the tables and charts available, I can easily determine which windows and sliding glass doors meet local code requirements for wind loads, water leakage and air infiltration. So send the guide. I thank you.

NAME

TITLE

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY    STATE    ZIP
Hamilton Grange vs. the 142nd St. gang

Hamilton Grange, Alexander Hamilton's country home, stands in the heart of Harlem. A dump to most observers. But it has been declared a national landmark by an act of Congress. Soon it will be moved and be restored to its original Federal glory.

It took two United States Senators and three Representatives two years—and eight individual presentations—to get the joint resolution for the restoration passed by both Houses. A lot of persistence. And determination. Not only on the part of the Congressmen but of their constituents to keep alive the memory of a great man of the past.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if the same type of thinking people would become so involved in the potential greats of the future? Like Helene and Felida and Shelley and Henry and Joe and Eddie. Kids growing up in what was once open countryside but is now crowded with people, vermin and crime.

We'd like to stimulate some more thinking about that future among people like you. That's why we've established the Eaton Yale & Towne Urban Design Fellowship. The award, administered by the A.I.A., provides for one year of graduate study in urban design at an American University and a follow-up tour of urban developments abroad.

Alexander Hamilton is a name to remember. But as long as we're saving the past, shouldn't we save the future? The Helenes, the Felidas, the Shelleys, the Henrys, the Joes and the rest of the gang.
Decisions come easily around the expansive authority of this Directors’ Table from our Chippendale-inspired 700 Traditional Series. African mahogany, in solids and veneers, is a luxurious choice for the table. The unusually versatile credenza bookcase seconds the motion for a prestige interior. Add executive desks, secretarial units, credenzas, and seating for office and lounge areas to your planning agenda and the outcome will be beautifully unanimous... Period.
Overhead concealed Pacer® Closers from LCN
were chosen for this new A.T.&T. Building in Jacksonville, Florida. These compact closers fit in a 1½” x 4” transom bar, yet provide all the superb control for which LCN is famed. Install LCN "Pacers"... make the simple initial adjustments... then forget them. They get along nicely without a lot of help. LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356.
Initial ease of installation is only part of the Workwall story. Movability to meet changing space requirements is also a most important feature . . . and Workwall Partitions are 100% salvable when rearrangements become necessary. This, combined with the soilproof beauty of Marlite paneling, easy maintenance, and complete flexibility makes Workwall a truly “successful formula for busy buildings”.

Write for details or see us in Sweets 13a Wo

Division of the Marmon Group Inc. / Box 130, Bronson, Mich. 49028
For security's sake, plan ahead
With Russwin Ten Strike* Mortise Locksets

Help stamp out dull door decor!
Design the bold beauty of Russwin's new Berlin design into all your buildings.
It's decidedly different... an exciting excursion from the everyday.
And there's more to it than meets the eye.
When you turn it, you'll know you've come to grips with truly great knob design!
Created to cradle the hand comfortably, yet firmly, it gives you action you'd expect only with a lever.

What's more, Universal mounting puts the "concave cradle" in any desired position. Another top-scoring "Ten Strike" Lockset. Available in a wide choice of metals, color tones and all desired functions.
Contact your Russwin distributor or write for latest brochure. Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain, Conn. 06050.
In Canada — Russwin Division of International Hardware.

"Ten Strike" is a trademark of Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain, Conn. 06050.
Seaside luxury on Key Biscayne

Built with Lehigh Cements

The new Sonesta Beach Hotel will provide deluxe accommodations for vacationers on a 10-acre site at Florida's Key Biscayne. Every room will have a 12' long private terrace. And the unusual "step" design will provide an extra-luxurious treatment of the end suites on each floor. The entire structure is cast-in-place concrete with concrete masonry partition walls and features a corrugated concrete vertical center panel, running the full height of the main building. Lehigh Cements were used throughout the new complex. Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa.

HCA's new seaside complex is a self-contained resort just 20 minutes from the Miami Airport. It is 10 stories high and will contain a specialty restaurant for 300, coffee shop for 85 and a night club for 200. Meeting and ballroom facilities for 550 persons are also planned as are four smaller meeting rooms.

The architectural design is a pleasing contrast with the sea on the one side and the semi-tropical landscape of the island on the other. And the natural color of the exposed concrete surfaces of the structure enhance the effect. Sloping sections of each end of the hotel contain the stair wells.

Owner: A. J. Andreoli, Akron, Ohio
Hotel Operator: Hotel Corporation of America, Boston, Mass.
Architect: Keith Haag & Associates, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Structural Engineer: Ernst J. Trolle, P.E. & S., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Contractor: Associated Biscayne Companies, Inc., Miami, Fla.
Specifying the lowest "First Cost" on an absorption water chiller may be the most expensive decision you can make for your client.

York's absorption units can cut steam costs by as much as 10% -- with York's advanced optional system of Fully Modulating Solution Control!

"First cost" means relatively little to your client if his total cost of ownership and operation are higher. York's proven method of solution control cuts steam costs, assures more cooling per dollar. On a recent 1000-ton project, a York absorption system with fully modulating solution control was compared with competition. The specifier evaluated all the bids -- analyzing installation costs, tower size, chilled and condenser water pumping costs, and steam consumption. Over his 14-year evaluation period the analysis showed that the York absorption chiller would save over $16,000 -- in total owning and operation cost!!

Yes ... "first cost" is important, but it can be misleading. For complete specification data on York absorption units and the York system of fully modulating solution control, just call your nearby York Sales Office. Or write York Division of Borg-Warner Corporation, York, Pennsylvania 17405.

YORK DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

York Absorption Water Chillers come in capacities from 127 to 1,270 tons. Leak-tight construction and hermetic pumps provide assured reliability. Units automatically modulate from smallest part load to 100% of capacity. Units through 900 tons shipped in one package, under vacuum . . . cutting rigging and installation costs.
Of course it’s a Haws drinking fountain

...a beautiful drinking fountain shouldn’t be too obvious. Agreed? Carefully-sculpted to enhance your ideas... clad in the native splendor of cast stone (five colors, two finishes). The Haws Model 30 outdoor drinking fountain stands exquisitely in harmony with its setting... any setting. A fountain? It could almost pass for a work of sculpture. Yet this sly harmonizer is incomparably rugged—a fountain for all seasons, kid-proof, weather-proof, freeze-proof! Write Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth St., Berkeley, Calif. 94710.

The drinking fountain that looks better than a drinking fountain—Haws Model 30 in vivid stone.
A practical powered drapery system that puts new convenience into light control.

Electrac by Kirsch

Operates draperies electromagnetically! No cords, gears, wheels or separate motors.

Electrac gives you great new possibilities in window architecture. You can design broad expanses of glass without worrying about glaring people to death, because Electrac can operate draperies on a single window or a bank of windows with the touch of a switch.

Draperies flow smoothly, effortlessly. A single master switch location can control all the draperies, and can be located anywhere. There are no cords to tangle, no gears or mechanisms to get out of order. Electrac can be planned as part of a new building's wiring system, and is available with radio remote control or time control units.

*Hidden from view, this power capsule glides along the inside rear of an Electrac rod, operating draperies as it goes.
This Smith Wall is used in a distinctive canted design. It is equally suitable for an industrial building...office...school...or store. Its versatility, as with any Smith Wall, is limited only by the imagination of the architect.

Design freedom in Smith Walls starts with the metal configurations. Twenty different basic profiles are available, including flat panels. And that's only the beginning. You can add Smith decorative mullions to your design to provide unusual and interesting architectural effects. And you can choose from a wide range of colors and finishes to blend or contrast with the surroundings.

When you specify Smith Walls in place you get more than just design freedom. You get a Single Responsibility installation. Smith personnel design, fabricate, deliver and erect Smith Walls...to your specifications...to your customer's satisfaction.

For complete information, consult your Sweets' File or write today to:

ELWIN G. SMITH & COMPANY, INC. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202 / Atlanta • Boston
Chicago • Cleveland • Cincinnati • Dallas • Detroit • Philadelphia • Toledo • New York
3 beautiful ways to SPEED TRAFFIC

WITH NORTON® AUTOMATIC OPERATORS
Automated doors offer you many advantages in the control and general improvement of high traffic flow. Regardless of the type of building and its unique traffic problems, there's a choice of Norton automatic operator with a full variety of controls to solve these problems.

SURFACE MOUNTED
for easy installation on existing or standard doors. Just mount operator on the header and attach arm to the door, install controls and plug into a standard outlet. Makes an attractive installation.

OVERHEAD CONCEALED
for new construction or major remodeling. Operator completely concealed in the overhead header in an attractive package.

SLIDEAWAY OPERATOR
Surface or concealed mounting, for a saving in space, with no door swing. And the added precaution of doors sliding sideways out of the way of traffic. For new construction, major remodeling or possibly use with existing doors.

SEE YOUR NORTON AUTOMATIC REPRESENTATIVE

NAT BERGER
NSID

M.P. Jonathan Associates, Contract Interior Consultants, is proud to announce the appointment of Nat Berger NSID, as a principal and chief contract design consultant.

Nat Berger is a veteran of 17 years as a renowned interior designer and consultant to many of the finest architectural and interior design firms in the country and has established an enviable reputation for his thorough knowledge of the field, his strict integrity, and absolute businesslike approach.

M.P. JONATHAN ASSOCIATES
DESIGN CONSULTANTS FOR CONTRACT INTERIORS
11 HUNTERS LANE, ROSLYN, L.I., N.Y. 11576 • (212) 792-5077
UNOBTRUSIVE

Extends just 10 inches from wall — needs only a 4½" back recess for mounting. Ideal for high traffic locations — corridors, lobbies and other public areas.

One-piece back-splash and receptor is of satin-finish stainless steel — gracefully styled — easy to keep clean and sanitary.

Can be furnished with attractive vinyl clad steel cabinet, gleaming stainless steel, or in standard gray baked-on enamel. Two models RWM Series coolers available in two capacities — 8 GPH or 13 GPH of 50° water. Send for NEW CATALOG.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY • 1564 Thomas Rd., Warren, Ohio 44481

NEW! MINI-COOLER

Measures only 20½" from fountain top to bottom edge of apron. Occupies a minimum of wall space. Can be mounted as low as 30" (from fountain top to floor) to serve small children — or at normal 40" to serve adults. Available in 8 and 13.5 GPH capacities. Cabinets come in baked gray enamel, stainless steel, or vinyl-clad steel.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY
1564 Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio 44481

BI-LEVEL ACCESSORY FOUNTAIN

Safe, practical way to serve drinking water to adults and children. Designed for left side mounting on any WM Series water cooler. Gray baked enamel, stainless or vinyl-clad steel cabinets to match adjoining WM cooler. Waste outlet and water supply are integral with electric water cooler.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY
1564 Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio 44481

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG

Latest information on Halsey Taylor electric drinking fountains and water coolers. Send for your copy today.
Professor Gans might be worth considering as an action model. First, he is able to consider and comprehend complexity and then conceptualize it without oversimplifying. This kind of mind is rare and, while it cannot effectively be emulated by many, I feel it might be given some attention, and occasionally followed in our difficulties, with something of the instinct that steers a businessman to a profit. He seems to know about ideas as well as facts, so, to the extent that those ideas are relevant to our tasks and we are less knowledgeable than he, we might do well to heed his mind and its products. I think he would himself argue that we should be wary of his prejudices lest they not suit our purposes, but this need not blind us to the advantages of considering alternatives to our own thinking.

Second, he communicates with an easy-to-read, direct style of writing. This makes his knowledge and ideas accessible to anyone who is willing to read about them and thus useful to many people.

Third, I appreciate many of his values, but especially his respect for the differences between himself and others. As I read his work my conviction grew that he was not to kidnap or coerce my mind, but simply to be heard. I assumed that this was his intention in order that his ideas would be acceptable to many people, and thus useful to many.

For my part, I have learned through my own architectural work that the man-made environment is influenced as much as possible by those who are able to do so in order that their own mental state will be embodied in and reflected by what surrounds them. This to me seems equally true of the stylistically insistent architectural client (“We just love colonial!”), the domineering architect (“I can’t let you do that—it would destroy the design of the community”), the suburban tract dweller (“Let’s get the brick front, dear, it will look more impressive.”) and, I suppose, any people who cannot make choices about where or with whom they live or what conditions of community service and maintenance they must endure (“Why clean this place up? The neighborhood is full of slob, so it’ll just get into a mess again and nobody will care.”).

I have observed several urban renewal programs in process and noticed their inability to achieve desired goals, in spite of combining power with idealism and hard work by the staff people involved. Along the way my attention turned from formal and esthetic matters, which were vague and indefinite. For his part, Professor Gans, through discipline and techniques of sociology, investigated the development of suburbs and backtracked the trail of population to the city. There his attention was drawn to the plight of those people whose choices were steadily decreasing in the face of intensive architectural and planning efforts to improve their communities.

When, in the preface, I read his conclusions, I deemed them reasonable generalizations and consistent with my own experience, but not particularly exciting. When I read the essays which amplified them I encountered their evolution as ideas born of experience because the chapters are arranged to make sequences of ideas rather than of chronology. Their actual chronological sequence approximates the development of the ideas, however, so the impact of his experience came through subtly but emphatically. With age and experience Professor Gans seems inclined to range farther and faster, to repeat less, to make more points in fewer words, more ideas on fewer pages.

The more I read the more gratified I was to find information and insight which illuminated my indefinite questions of social process and behavior. With each new insight was a proposal for action which supported the rising tempo of self-doubt about my professional role in society. At the end, his ambivalent predictions for our nation did nothing to resolve those doubts, but throughout the book his insistence on proposing specific solutions to specific problems was valuable. The thirty essays of five views, all but one previously unpublished, which address all the major issues examined in the previous five parts. Beyond demonstrating that a sociologist/planner can—if not must—maintain a sense of humor through his labors, Part VI reveals the spark of Professor Gans’ literary creativity, and from that I drew support for my frustrations with People and Plans. It is a book which documents the mounting concern of a scholar for his community; its narratives describe an increasing level of political awareness and activity. In the final analysis I cannot escape inferring that its major significance lies in its utility as an instrument of social change.

Measured against that criterion my feelings about the book are divided both because of and in spite of the good things it is. On one hand it is the work of a man. I relished in certain disciplines and he cannot easily abandon those standards without risk of distorting that work; on the other hand the very nature of that work (a collection of essays which support the conclusion that we all can and must change) is too redundant, drawn out and inefficient to demonstrate what it counsels.

I cannot deny the value I have placed on those essays and their relevance to me; yet I cannot avoid feeling shortchanged because Professor Gans did not write a brand new book to describe what is on his mind now. I hope some day he will write such a book, as much for himself as for the rest of us. And soon, because we need all the help we can get.

Scholarship demands that an author present his facts and sources in a clear way. Like some other scholars in recent years, however, Professor Gans’ work has brought him to conclusions which imply the added need for immediate impact on an audience much larger than scholarly work would ordinarily reach. The impact requires the literary power of clarity and responsibility combined with synthesis and drama and humor. The first five parts of People and Plans bring together a conveniently bound source of valuable information. Part Six implies that its author has an undeveloped potential for using that information. I keep wondering what on what he bases his hopes for political, economic and social change, and I hope he is not as reluctant as he seems to be to move beyond his own scholarly ways. It seems hard and inconsistent to urge a man who is running as hard as he is to do better. It seems equally inconsistent for a man to return from the mouth of the cave with less light than he is able to bring.

Probably because I am an architect, I see a particularly architectural message in Professor Gans’ work. I believe the days of the “Compleat Architect” are numbered and the process of specialization which has been at work in other professions (notably medicine) is raising many questions about the role and training of the architect. People and Plans describes many of the pressures in our society which sustain that process and, as such, constitutes another strike in the coffin of the “great man theory” of architecture which we have been testing for twenty-five years. That alone would be a valuable social contribution, but it goes beyond that to define goals, processes and areas of knowledge which can be useful to architects. In a day when we are examining the worth and meaning of architectural activity in terms of computer technology, theoretical research, administrative procedures, political activism and social philosophy, this book may inspire examination of a direction for many who wonder where to go to be an architect.
His locker. His own thing. His own place for the stuff of learning. Now his place can be brighter, more cheerful than ever before, more conducive to learning. Republic is here with “Decor 19” — school lockers in 19 decorator-selected colors at no extra cost. Use them freely. Mix colors and styles. Make them as formal or as far-out as you wish. Make his locker work on his desire to learn. And by giving him a Republic “Decor 19” locker, you give him something tremendously important. You make his own place bright, you make him feel better, you make him want to learn.
It has become clear in both moral and economic terms that our nation can no longer afford or pretend to intervene in the political and military affairs of nations throughout the world, maintain a military and weapons establishment of unlimited size, explore the moon and, at the same time, rebuild our decaying cities, provide an adequate supply of housing, and finance domestic programs needed to solve pressing social problems.

THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED BY
THE ARCHITECTS OF AMERICA
THAT:

One. We call upon the President and the Congress to assume responsibility for a comprehensive reexamination and reordering of our national priorities, recognizing that we have neither unlimited wealth nor wisdom, and that we cannot sensibly hope to instruct other nations in the paths they should follow when we are increasingly unable to demonstrate that we know how to maintain a viable society at home.

Two. We call upon our leaders, at all levels of government, to recognize that an efficient and humane environment is basic to the maintenance of a harmonious and prosperous society and that the skills to produce it are well within our grasp. At the same time, we wish to remind our representatives that neither hope, time, nor technology will solve the problems that presently make urban life a dirty, difficult and dangerous experience. Only a wholehearted commitment of will and money will enable us to apply the skills needed to erase the shame of urban America.


The American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

At Del Webb's Mint, people gamble in the casino, not in the showers.

That's because every shower has a Moentrol® valve to prevent a sudden change in water temperature. Moentrol maintains selected temperature within 1° F.—no matter how many guests use water at the same time.

Moentrol is a single-handled control, so it's a convenience and a comfort at Del Webb's 26-story hotel. But it's not the only reason to go there.

The Mint offers round-the-clock entertainment, four restaurants and the largest casino in Southern Nevada.

There is even a tour where you see inside the money-counting room.

When you look inside a Moen shower valve, you'll see another reason why The Mint specified this brand. A unique cartridge keeps maintenance to the minimum.

Fred Sikorski, chief engineer at The Mint, can tell you about economy. He hasn't replaced a cartridge in four years.

Want your showers in mint condition? Learn about Moentrol in SWEET'S File, or write Moen, division of Standard Screw Co., Elyria, Ohio 44035.

MOEN the faucet that turns people on.
Environmental Education from Kindergarten On Up, four programs led by: Jon Dieges and Edwin Schlossberg, Tunney Lee, C. Richard Hatch, and Murphy, Levy, Wurman, Archts., June

Everywhere School, South Arsenal Neighborhood, Hartford, Conn., Huntington, Darbee & Dollard, Archts., April

Katherine Lilly Conroy Preschool Learning Laboratory, NYC, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Archts., Mar.

Kranert Center, Univ. of Ill., five theaters.

Mental Illness Center, Baltimore, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, Archts., with Fenton & Lichtig, Mar.


State University at Fredonia, N.Y., I. M. Pei & Partners, Archts., May

Swiss School, Naples, Italy, Dolf Schnebeli, Archt., Mar.

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS


City Hall, Marl, West Germany, Van den Broek & Bakema, Archts., Jan./Feb.

Charles Center, Rosby, Deutscher & Berry, Archts., with Kalimann & McKinnell, Jan./Feb.

Fremont, Calif., City Hall, Robert Mittelstadt, Archt., Jan./Feb.


Spanish Pavilion from NY World's Fair 1964, relocated in St. Louis, original archts., Javier Carvaljal with Kelly & Gruzen. Reconstruction archts., Frucio & Associates, April

HOTELS


Pacific Hotel, Japan, Kiyonori Kikutake, Archt., April

HOUSES


House, NY, Finger Lakes Region, Louis Skoler, Archt., April

Housing Unit, mobile home, John Vredevoogd, Archt., April

Irish house, near Dublin, Joachim Schurmann, Archt., Mar.

Prefab house, Matti Suuronen, Mar.

HOUSING

Garden Apartments, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Donald Singer, Archt., Jan./Feb.

Habitat, Puerto Rico, Moshe Safdie, Archt., Mar.

National Commission on Urban Problems and President's Committee on Urban Housing, Jan./Feb.

Riverrand Houses, NYC, Davis, Brody & Associates, Jan./Feb.

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS


Bethlehem Steel Corp., Ind., May

MEDICAL BUILDINGS


Katherine Lilly Conroy Preschool Learning Laboratory, NYC, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Archts., Mar.

Mental Illness Center, Baltimore, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, Archts., with Fenton & Lichtig, Mar.

Roxbury, Mass., hospital, Bertrand Goldberg, Associates, Archts., April

School of Practical Nursing, Allegheny Hospital, Pittsburgh, Deeter, Ritchey, Sipple, Archts., Jan./Feb.

OFFICE BUILDINGS

Australia Square, Sydney, Harry Seidler & Associates, Archts., by Robin Boyd, April

Bank of California, San Francisco, Anshen & Allen, Archts., by James M. Fitch, May


Charles Center office building, Baltimore, Rogers, Taliaferro, Koitsktry & Lamb, Archts., May


Helsinki Bank and office building, Hakanieni Square, Kajila and Helikki Siren, Archts., April

Industrial Valley Bank, Philadelphia, Richard Saul Wurman, Archt., May


Structural system, April

PLANNING

Atlanta, including Peachtree Center, John Portman, Archt., and proposals by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Finch, Alexander, Barnes, Rothschild & Paschal; Toombs, Amisano & Wells, April

Cartoons, Richard Hedman, April

Charles Center, Baltimore, Conklin & Rossant, Archts., with Rogers, Taliaferro, Koitsktry & Lamb, and Wallace, Mcharg, Roberts & Todd, May

“Deghettization,” by Clarence Funnay, April

Foreman, Conn., South Arsenal Neighborhood “Everywhere School”, Huntington, Darbee & Dollard, Archts., April


National Commission on Urban Problems and President's Committee on Urban Housing, Jan./Feb.

Neon City, Straits of Messina, Italy, Theodore Waddell, Archt., April

New York City, Battery Park City, Harrison & Abramovitz, Archts., with Philip Johnson and John Burgee, and Conklin & Rossant, June


continued on page 151
A. DOORS/WINDOWS
1. Pre-cured, expanded Foam Core Door, Available in both full-flush and seamless styles. Limitless variety hardware applications. Complete details 8-pg. brochure. Amweld Building Products. Please request A-1
3. Industrial and cold storage doors, manual and power operated, with galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum or Kayon (TM) plastic skins over urethane cores. Clark Door Co. Please request A-3
5. Catalog includes technical information on LOF glass; includes Vari-Tran (TM) and Vigilpane (TM) SA 68. Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. Please request A-5
7. Literature contains general information on Pilkington Glass products. Pilkington Brothers Ltd. Please request A-7

B. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
1. 12-pg. full color brochure covers TeleTalk Zoned Communications: includes system planning aid & uses for private switch or dial controlled intercom, sound, music & paging equipment. Webster Electric Co., Inc. Please request B-1
2. Traditional 700 Series. 24-pg. catalog, complete line of Chippendale desks, credenzas, bookcases and correlated seating. Myrtle Desk Co. Please request E-1
3. 4-pg., 2-color folder on “Weather Chamber Windows” weatherproofing system combining Neoprene stripping with pressure equalization. Republic Steel Corp. Mfg. Div. Please request E-3
4. New Stow/Davis Bubble Chair catalog available on written request contains all info on expanded line of chairs for office, institutional use. Stow/Davis. Please request E-4

F. HARDWARE
1. 12-pg. booklet on Architectural Hardware for Schools and Colleges covers wide variety of hardware items; shows many unusual lockset designs, includes information concerning Corbin’s Master Keying Systems Form No. K-873. P. F. Corbin Div. Enhart Corp. Please request F-1
2. Entrance Hardware Brochure. 24-pg. fully illustrated booklet gives information on choosing correct hardware for every type of entrance. Kawneer/Amax Co. Please request F-2
4. 16 pgs. of catalog and special information on LCN Door Closers. Includes surface mounted, overhead concealed and floor models. LCN Closers. Please request F-4
7. “Rixson Closers’ X-5” gives complete information on new line of interior door closers for use with butt of pivotal hung doors: removable without door removal. Rixson Inc. Please request F-7
8. 1969 Condensed Catalog. 16-pg. catalog describes full line of advanced architectural hardware including specifications and function charts. Sargent & Co. Please request F-8

G. HEAT/VENT/AIR CONDITIONING
1. Spec data hermetic and open Turbo-pak chiller, 670 to 1030-ton capacity range. York Corp. Div. of Borg Warner Corp. Please request G-1

H. INSULATION—ACOUSTICAL
1. Glazed total ceramic acoustical panel meets stringent require-

ments for dimensional stability, moisture resistance, corrosive fumes. Panel meets UL 0-0-0 Fire Hazard Classification. The Celotex Corp. Please request H-1

J. INSULATION—THERMAL
1. Thermal insulation for roof decks re-roofing, parking decks, plazas and ice rinks. 16-pg. technical brochure including charts, tables, specs, etc. Silbrico Corp. Please request J-1

K. LIGHTING FIXTURES
1. Plexiglas for Lighting—44 pg. booklet gives complete optical-physical data on Plexiglas acrylic plastic for indoor and outdoor use, lenses and diffusers—Rohm and Haas Co. Please request K-1
2. AREALUME CATALOG: Ball-light post-tops, pendants, brackets for plazas, malls, parking areas. Stonco Lighting Div. Please request K-2

P. OPERABLE WALLS
1. “Workwall Movable Partitions” 8-pg. full color brochure, features installations and technical data. Workwall Div. The Marmon Group, Inc. Please request P-1

R. PAINTS/COATINGS/SEALANTS
1. Stain samples; on wood: AIA information manual and 16-pg. Stained Wood Idea Book. Olympic Stain Co. Please request R-1
2. Thermal insulation for roof decks re-roofing, parking decks, plazas and ice rinks. 16-pg. technical brochure including charts, tables, specs, etc. Silbrico Corp. Please request R-2
4. New 4-pg. brochure features Thiokol’s Seal of Security, tells how to specify Thiokol’s Tested and Approved Polyurethane Base Sealants. Thiokol Chemical Corp. Please request R-4

S. PLUMBING EQUIPMENT
3. 4-pg. color brochure introduces Del-Temp “the safety value” pressure balance integral stops. Includes specs and drawings. Delta Faucet Co. Please request S-3
4. 32-pg. color catalog #168; drinking fountains water coolers, includes specs and drawings. Haws Drinking Faucet Co. Please request S-4
6. New 1969 32-pg. color catalog illustrates electric water coolers, drinking fountains, fountain accessories; incorporates, drawings for units, The Halsey W. Taylor Co. Please request S-6

T. ROOFING/SIDING
1. 8-pg. 2-color brochure on seamless Terne roofing contains standard and seam specs. Illustrated. Follansbee Steel Corp. Please request T-1
3. Fesco Board is a 12-pg., illustrated brochure giving product description, data installation suggestions and specifications for this rated roof insulation. Johns-Manville Corp. Please request T-3
4. Metal Wall Panels, including new Foamwall, 20-pg. catalog includes complete specs with color photos of walls in place. Elwin G. Smith & Co., Inc. Please request T-4

V. WALLS/PARTITIONS/MATERIALS
1. 1968 laminated solid color series. Easily filed product sampler features ‘68 solid shades. Formica Corp. Please request V-1
2. Spec info on all panels includes Marlite plank and block, Korelock and fire-test panels. Marlite Div. Masonite Corp. Please request V-2
3. Toilet partitions, showers, complete technical info., specs, color, chips. The Sanymetal Products Co. Please request V-3
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We make a strong case for calling a Formica man.

Your Formica man has a case with a variety of complete prepacked systems such as bath and wall paneling, doors and toilet compartments... yours at a single source of supply.

Specify FORMICA laminate for any scheme your imagination creates... in any interior that calls for design to defy wear.

Time saving Spec-Data forms give accurate fingertip information for many FORMICA brand products and applications, technical back-up and qualified sources of supply for all types of product uses.

More patterns and woodgrains give you virtually unlimited design versatility. Sixty-eight solid colors are new, coordinated to mix, match or blend.

Want to discuss surfacing? See the man with this case. Your Formica man. He can give you fast, accurate information about FORMICA brand product uses and reliable sources of supply. Call him soon. He'll be there promptly with a case full of answers and idea-starters.

Leadership by design
You talk "zoning" with your client when you plan lighting, heating, air conditioning, and the flow of materials, production and people. We talk "zoning" when helping you design internal communications to attain maximum efficiency in the free flow of vital information.

Zoning is a planning concept. It has proven to be the most effective way to provide for all the specialized needs of various people and departments in a completely integrated communications system.

WE

CALL IT

"ZONED"

COMMUNICATIONS

PROVIDES CONVENIENT EXTRAS It may be as simple as a conversation between two people or as complex as a group conference. It may also include paging, time and emergency signals, and music distribution. Requirements for private conversation, hands-free operation, remote answering, direct or automatic dial connection can all be met with Teletalk equipment.

WIDEST CHOICE OF SYSTEMS You have a choice of Teletalk® loudspeaking intercom, private and automatic dial equipment, and sound. They may be used in combination in a zoned network to provide the best communications tool for each zone.

EXPERT COUNSEL Only Webster offers such a variety of methods and such a full range of special features. Only Webster, too, offers such expert counsel. Webster consultants are highly skilled at planning and installing communications systems tailored to meet the immediate and future needs of business and professional offices, industries, schools and churches.

Teletalk — Reg. T.M. of Webster Electric Co., Inc. for communications equipment.

GET ALL THE FACTS Send coupon for the new "ZONED COMMUNICATIONS" brochure. Or, call your Webster Distributor®. Either way, there's no obligation, of course. *See Yellow Pages — "Intercommunication Equipment"

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. RACINE, WISCONSIN 53402 subsidy of Sta-Rite Industries, Inc. 7001
Compare this Malta Wood Casement Window ...with anyone's

Then check the competitive price tag

This popular wood window competes on every point. Women love it; the way it opens, locks, swings wide for cleaning both sides; dresses up any room in the home. Construction features are flawless. Warm wood, fully weatherstripped, available with insulating glass with vinyl boot glazing. It's a quality window for the quality home, competitively priced. Compare it. You can't buy better — anywhere. Malta Manufacturing Company, 261 Johnstown Road, Gahanna (Columbus) Ohio,